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As fax as we are concerned

there is no need to detain any members

of FERS ZS.
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17th July, 1945.
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SECRET . 27.

Herewith translations of two captured dooiaasnts

from the Pers Z S archives, and dealing with Britiah

civil traffic

(a) Letter dated 16,6.41 from G» KRUG to JTln.

IiA(2&T, about Ibroign Office prefixes.

(b) Relevant extracts from the Pers Z S Annual

Report for 1541*

D3/1262 of 14th Jxm, 1%5, forwarded a

translation similar to (b) above, but for 1942.

15th Jufr, lflfr



TRANSLATION OF A to m&

OF CRXPTAI 10 SECTION OF GKEG.L'ff

ICCNISTRY OF F.A. (PERS g S )

Signed KRUG dated 1 6/6/16

BERLIN 16/6/41

J&gerstr. 1 2*

Ifcr Dear Fraulein Hagen,

Hany thanks for your letter of 7/6. As far as our

principal tasks allow, we are already investigating the meaning

of a few groups which still puzzle us, as e.g. "INDIV-', DIPPY

or DIPPS etc. PEDIPjDALLYi DEJOU, to mention the most important.

If we obtain any results or part results I shall infozm you. I

cannot yet work on the May material you sent us* If, as you

write, "OP" oCcurs frequently in conjunction with "INDIV", I

cannot help thinking that "OP" must he only a departmental

designation - perhaps an abbreviation of "opinion' - especially

as only one "OP" telegram per day is sent from London to nearly

all the British diplomatic missions. Perhaps it is some sort of

situation report. For your investigation of the "fc-Code" I am

sending you, as agreed, the 5-figure indicator groups from the

•R-Code 1
. Have you had any success with this yet?

Kindest regards,

GSGRG (?) KRUG



TRjiNSLASION OF

ANNUAL RSPQIff ?QR 1 941 ZT

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECTION OF THE GBCIAK MINISTRY OF FORHIQ; APR

ON CODES AND CYPHERS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

V

(The last ei^at and a half pages of the report

are not reproduced here. They consist of

short reports on the codes and cyphers of

THAILAND, PORTUGAL, BRAZIL, SPABf, ARGENTINA,

BOLIVIA, CHILE, THE DOMINICAN R3WBLID,

ECUADOR, COLOMBIA, MEXICO, PERU, URUGUAY,

VENEZUELA and a few other 3* Aiaerican countries)

16th Juoc, 1%.5 .



Annual Report for 1 941 for Section dealing with BRITISH EMPIRB

THAILAND. PORTUGAL . SPAIN and LATIN-AMERICA, (dated 11/2/42)

GREAT BRITAIN

The following were worked ons-

a) British Pif^xre Cyphers

1) The " Interdepartmental Code" ((sic)). The book underlying

this code has been captured and occasionally sections of

the subtractor were placed at our disposal by QKW and the

Air Ministry as they were worked out. We were able to pub-

lish a few telegrams from the Middle East, However towards

the end of the year the volume of traffic was so smell that

it no longer appears worth while continuing work on this

material.

2) PRODROME : in the hands of Dr. KUNZE

b) British Letter-codes

1) *B 25"* a 4-letter, hatted cede book of 16,224 groups. It

has been broken and recovered to suoh an extent that it has

now been possible for a fairly long time to publish the tele-

grams almost entirely without missing groups. In Autumn 1940

a captured copy of the original book was sent to us which

enables us to read the telegrams completely.

2) "B 22", a 5-letter alphabetic code-book of 84,000 groups. It



has been "broken and the telegrams hare been published complete

for about 3 years now. In summer we were also given a

capturea original of this book,

3) "B 30" a hatted code-bock of 4 letter groups which is used

in the Near, Middle and Par East. The volume ia slight but

we have begun to make a register and have ascertained the sua

of the digits (((vjuersumme) } of the groups and the size of the

book.

Not worked on:- \

A consular cypher in TENKRIFHS and LAS PALMAS traffic consisting

of a transposed clear-text and of which only a few telegrams

were received.

SOUTH AERIGA

Worked on:-

b) «B 23" a 5-letter alphabetic code-book about the same siae

as "B 22" which has been broken and recovered sufficiently to

permit the publication, almost entirely without missing groups,

all telegrams coming in - which is a present very few.

Hot worked ons-

A letter code in traffic with STOCKHOLM. Too little material.

The last telegram of this type was ived on 1 ty\ 2/lA .

BIBB



Yforked on:-

a) "B (See GHEAT BRITAIN a) 2)

b) "B 22" recyphered. Three or four different substitution

systems are used, each -with 26 "T 26" 1 s, which are con-

structed with a Vigenere slide. The recyphering table is

used in such a fashion that one 5-letter group is sub-

stituted on T 26 n, the next on T 26 n*1 , T 26 n+ 2 or T 26 n+3

or T 26 n-1 , T 26 n~2 or T 26 n-3. All the IriIrish telegrams

can be read conrpletely. In 1 941 225, Irish telegraxas were

published

CANADA \

on:-

"B 22" (See GREAT TAT?W ATW
I a) 2)

Not worked ons-

A 5-letter code , of ushich only a few isolated telegrams

hare been received.

In 1 941 jgi. BRITISH EMPIEB telegrams were published.



14th July, 1945*

DqO." Chitty,

Attached is a list of the captured Mas 23 material

flhich is being sent up to you to-day in four sacks narked '03/1322

A to D.

It is possible that one or two of the itans are In

fact U.S. State Apartment and not F.O. >

I thinl: it is fair to say that all the hatch are

untranslatable.

Yours sincerely,

L 1

Lt. Colonel R. Chitty
Cheaterficld Street.



CAPTUR2D PURS 23 D 3 - IRTISH SYSm:3

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

German ^ tTf»

B2. Stations Code

B10

Date

B11

B12

B12

B13

313 (unused)

B 14

B18 Vol. 1

B18 Vol. 2

B18 Statiatik

Oct 1930

30/9/35

Oct 1930

Form

5 letter

5 letter

5 letter

5 letter

5 letter

5 letter

5 letter

4

4 letter

Bggcgg of Rj

Very

V/hcthcr Hatted

Yes

A few group statistics

30T>

35#

A few croup statistics

Yes

?

A few group statistics

40,*

?

Yes

5 letter Very slifjit

Contains loose slips witu wtnra

significations.

Contains papers dated 8 a

entitled: New

E5 BC 10.

12/1/34

Ck-oup Statistics.

Papers (marked for Frl. STARK, c/o

Harr SELCH0W, Cypher Bureau)

connected with coonercial negotiations

between Germany and 3. Africa, dated

37 and 38. Also copy of telegraa of

6/10/37 from KRADKL, Gen*ra to IU of

F.A. Berlin.

Please turn over



14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Gorman

B24

B25 Vol. 1

16 B26 3GLTW AFRICA

BH. Buchstaben-
hilfaoodo

(lottor aux. code)

Biglische Gogeneode
(British Decode)

Codo N

D Statistik

D

COPINHASiai, La?axtf

E

5 letter

4 letter

5 letter

4 letter

5 letter

Degree of Recover./

Very few statistics

Very few statistics

Very slight

whether Ilatted

?

Yes

No

5 letter 20j£ Yes

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

A few statistics

A few statistics

20, j

20/5 group statistics

50/5

Statistics

Yes

Register of recovered code groups
in B2, B12 f B18, B25 against an
alphabetical list of significations.

List of 5 letter address and
signature groups each beginning
with U,

List of a few 100 re groups*

Bundle of in
Prodrome to

London

, Oct, 1917-

Please turn over



German Title

E2

Code Q

Code Q

Code Q

W

Groan fold**

C X 2

X

s

V/

:1 B > tell.

Zahlon iri Franz

-Osisch (Ifcitish

5 fig. cypher in
French)

Date

(Prom admin,
document in
cover) 1918.

1918

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

5 figure

Denyoe of Recovery

A few statistics

A fev/- statistics

A few statistics

A few statistics

A few statistics shoots

A few statistics

20fo statistics

A few statistics

1 2 recover i< »3

Vfacthor Hatted

Yes

Yes

Y©8

Contains a few intercepts Munich,

Odessa, Vilna, Prague, Bucharest,

Prodrome London, 1920.

Contains a few telegrams London

- Berlin.

Folder of telegrams 1919/20,

Folder of F.O. telegrams, some

^cyphered, dates 1924*

Folder of 4 fig* F.O. cypher

telegrams , 1921/22, N.3.

"Abyssinia" in ink on cover,

obviously not related*

4 fig. 0. cypher telegrams.

Decypher F.O, telegrams.

Contains a few F.O. telegrams.

Contains 2 F.O. cypher telegrams.

Pleas ~ turn over



BX

Wi§ (?) or it (?)

L Coda, Dccyphor,
alalia} i fyptar X.

B26/1. .South AlYica.

B2? South Africa.

B17

E Part 2

C

Bo title

L Cypher

B20

1933/39

1938/1939

1931/32

1917/18

1932/34

1945 March

Ponn

5 letter

5 letter

5 letter

4 figure

4 figure

4 figure

4 letter

Decree of Recovery

4 figure Statistics, a few recoveries.

Statistics

Statistics

Whether I

lTo

Statistics, a few recoveries. .(Ten

Statistics

Very few recoveries

Statistic ., few recoveries.

Contains P. o. cypher telegrams*
London - >Berlin.

Pencilled inside
(eocnonio)

.

A few P.O. telegrass, partly
&ecyphered.
Polder of 9 letter traffic.

Polder of 5 letter traffic,

also contains a few crypt-
analytic work-sheets*

Polder of traffic.

Polder of P.O. 4 fig. telegrams

partly dcoyphered

Co 1 bundle of

Polder of crypt*

B22 (?).

WUfpPQk as axplphabotloal encode.

Polder containing traffic.

containing traffic,

Please turn



56 B31 1 945* March Folder containing traffic, prcf.

Prodrone*

57

58 11
7 1939M

59

60

61

62

t?

64

65

Jtoglische ft-oben

(British research)

Foolsoa ; envelope
containing F*0* cypher

circulars to H*Ii*

Consul 3ergon# Ref

I 1533/5/650 also
photostats of indicators, \,

and data (

coding :

Cypher

Polder containing photo-

stat oopy 119 roqyphor
table.

Captured British book,
dsoypher G,F*0*

pher G.

1?1G

Oct* 31/1939

Sept. 1, 1908

Punctuation and indicating
phraMfi, rales far use
and custody of Cypher I, ?• 0.

1/3/09

Poloer of 5 letter traffic,
in

j^ldcr of traffic, fon
Chi lira. Chapelriea. P*0*

Photostat of X*fi| Decypher 1936

Copy No* 6
. 3 > in. leverarch

Polder of partly decyphered

traffic*

(3*A*C*)

14th July, 1945.



(Oapiee to t* Mr. Kioelqjr

A

iath roforenoe to ri(XI0:-^t - the full inter*
r*xrt on mUito of 9H U, ^tunmrtlgea Aat, would you yUm
let at law* tho neaes of those prisoners *hom you wiah still to
bo ir»d for possible further intonation.

tor Doparttaont, tfestoi*i£tonf havo r<

following persons of ^f now at Merburg,
to bo frown for the tine bolng t-

frlxu HAO.li.

<*• :
c . Bet. jciir iat, , the ma m specialist la

ttrtdsfc, Polish sad i&svonio oountrieo, who he* not j*t boom
^tod bar us, is now hold *t /«• urg with tho root*



CO IF1II1I1 A L

Subject: Burg personnel 11 July 1M-5

To : Mr Kinsley,
Cmdr Dud1ey-Sinith

I have told Lt-Col. Johnson that if Marburg will hang

on to the following persons for the time being, SSA has

no objection to the release of the others.

Kunze
Paschke
Schauffler
Karstien
Frln. Friedrichs
Frln. Hagen

John N. Seaman
Major, Signal Corps



rsrtsJS

11th July, 1^.

U BftU ban recently told us of Capt. JLanabeny'a difficulties

at i&rburg, which 1 underetand ha ea^plained to Colonel Richer

personally and miich I raraaatoar you x*aised with, ua during your
last visit tiara. 1 attach a copy of a ajeaoranduei cm the subject
which Ianaberry handed to Hall in Marburg, and would liioe your
help en the several point© connected with it, aa outlined below.

2. Slnca Bull 9a visit, further developaenta have oocurred
which aada ua agree to relaaee all Marburg personnel except 6.

3* with reference to the remaining 6 personnel
be kept at Marburg* I wonder if you could arrange for Colonel
atcher to reply aa followa to lanabarry^ letter, if you
he agree?

(a »ey are to bo fcapt under guard until further inatntctions
from Director 5« !• i>. ttcuasu

(b) they should not be permitted to circulate beyond the
tanediafce vicinity of Marburg.

(e) There la aa objection to the paaraonal effeota
being fetched by frianda or agents of the owner, provide

(l) tbat such frianda are not theoeeivea under
•retention,

(ii) the effects are not now situated in tkm
one*

(d) there is no objection to these persons being loyally
•ajXered at Japtaia Ianaberry»a diaoretion.

(a) All further oceaimleatione on these prisons
Iansberry ahould be to Direotcr, S.I.:>.

(f) Through tfirecor, S.I.D. Ktouaa.



mm reference to query (g) of IwA«wy , i letter,

not knew the awer here. Perhaps you can aovise him on

point?

I understand tiatt both Ungberry anu Ml, «tosn they

,;oloncl Biohcr, reported that Uvay mwm concealed as to

at present run re®&rding the Geraian foreign Offiog Aroflivea now

Marburg. these Archives, as you lenow, are a^

.±e ris.

Swrea at ciiloaa

present under exploitation by a Joint State tiejpexte^V

Office Team. They estismte that their work will takeJ*t
1J>

than a year and from what I am able to gather, one thermite oowo

tossed in through the window one night slight easily gee an mm-**

end to tills research* Could Lionel Bieher influence Ml
authorities concerned to >rovid* a better guard, as it is liJOOy

that these archives will contain smterial of mutual intersat to

us? What la really required, I gather, is a peraanent body of

troops (say of cjoc^any strength) to guaru several exits boui

above and underground* It is desirable that those troops

should get to know their duties thoroujjhly. the present

arrangement is one by which, no sooner have sentries been

posted, than they are relieved or redeployed and consequently

have no opyortunity of learning the terrain, */e should be

njoat grateful fox- anything tiiat you could do in thi

Chairman TICOM.

fct. Colonel Johnson, ,

a §M9* Lt. Gdr. Manson
a.i%«. pof.

jiftjor Seaman
Car. Bull
C&cy Duals,

CdrVTacon



UES^OSISNT F102t 2d Wk IffiOTBHT

AiO 653

23 June 45

Disposition of QsxBK&n Nationals*

IX) t fgMMtader }3ullt J&syal Nanral Beserve*

It On 9 Hay 1945* this dBtacliraent received a shipment of
German Nationals under ca«ad of Major Vtaras who were order
to bo housed and fed by the Warburg Burgeroeister and to be
checked for security purposes onoe weekly-* They *ere to be
held until ordered released or otherwise disposed of V
Qol. Tfeff,

2« >ince that date other shieinearbs have bedCi received until
:i:u::. -,. arc rib present 32 persons here in this category.

3. During thig period no iVirther instructions of any kind
have been received conce^-ninc the disposition of these eerscna.

It is requested that instruct! o-is be issued in this
section covering the following points:

a* Are these persons to be kept under t;uard 4
nieflllnlte3yf

b# Grm they be permitted to oireflate beyond the Innedixti
vicinity of Ltarburg?

o.

d.

DCIf they are to be retained here ffhat provision can
made to get the personal ef-eota of the last 22 \/ho

arrived unannounced in adv ice and with little baggage
fter a piano trip from xO. nc'LV

Cati these
of then have
idle?

be wed for work projects as
a desire not to reman antircX

With what hi ;her headquarters can tliis detaclaai

ooewinieite should an ener ;ncy arise?

Through what cHtl - els will instruetieas be received



2

concerning these Goiaan IJatiorinia om th^f represent
groups sent here "by various armies?

g» fffao is rw^pcjoaatbl© for Afoot atten required

Or.ptain, AU:

Public i afeiy Officer,



PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE

Group/Class

Piece »S

(date)
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INFOEM^DION

Blake f$ tjt

Campbell

DISKjSAL

Olive

\



TOP SECRET

\
h

TIOOl

PRl'ILIMINAUY INT JvK1<OtJ^^ON_0£

HEAP OF ENGLISH SECTION OF i M^l J ,1
^UST/AKRTIGE

Attached are notes on the preliminary interrogationjfc*^**
SJsuia mam of pers zs, Germannt/^Vt 19 by
the Public Security Office, MARBURG/t^HN. on 23rd June °y

Odr. G. Bull, R.N.V.R.

'".COM
•f1 July 1945 No. of i:vif,o><3 1

Din tributii a:

British
Director
D.D.3.

D»D.4.
D.D.fN.S.
D.D.(M.W.
D.T), ?A.S.
A.D.(C.C.R.) (2)

Lt.Col. Leathern

TIC03.I

(Jb ai rman

S.A»0, (2)

Odr. Bacon
Cur, Mackenzie
Cd-. Tandy
Lt.Col. Johnson
Lt.Cdr. Manson
Major Seaman
Lieut. Eachus
Lieut. Vance
Captain Cowan
hieut. Fehl
TICOK Files (2)

U.S.
0P-20-G (2) (via Lt. Ponder- -

' »J

G--2 (via Lt.Col. Hilles)

S.S.A. (2) (via Major Seaman)

Director, S.I.D. KTOUSA (2) (via

Lt.Col. Johnson)

Additional
"S.A.o'."Xl extra for Cdr. l

;.ul, )



Ursula H^gon. box* poz-lin 23*3 Matfoh 1901, }o3&e& Araenmaertiges

Amt 1st October 1922. Had a good knowledge of English and prelimi-

nary training consisted of studying of code moen.nges already broken and

cryptographic material available. At this time work was principally

concentrated on a non-hatted 5-letter code [G.T.C.?] and a 4-letter

hatted code v/hich changed after about a year ['R' Code?]. Later on

work was started on Spanish and Portuguese Codes.

2. In about 1939, Fraeulein Hagen took charge of the English, Spanish
and Portuguese section of the Department. During the war no Cyphers
were solved but work was done on a captured Interdepartmental Cypher on
a depth of 5 or 6. Believed that neither OKW nor Forschurgsamt were
successful with Diplomatic Cyphers although they were attempted.

3. The three departments worked on British Codes and sometimes 2
copies of the same telegram representing independent solutions, would be
forwarded to the Secretary of State. Although the bulk of the material
was of no great importance, the traffic was considered of sufficient
interest for the work to be kept up. Perhaps one telegram a week would
be of considerable political interest.

4o Praeulein Hagen had only come out of hospital two days previously
and explained that as a result of her illness her memory had been con-
siderably affected and she was unable to recall details of the important
messages which she had mentioned. She did, however, instance a tele-
gi-am from London to Washington in January 1945 which referred to
destruction of copies of the Atlantic Charter. This was considered of
great interest but was transmitted in 5-letter code.

5. The 4-letter code was read currently in 1945 as also was tbr- ' ilian
Code [probabJx-lQJ ] • /C

6. At this time 3 separate 4-letter codes were being worked on and
broken simultaneously. The department reckoned that it took afcout three
u -.< -co reo-j-n.: jjf.b.ct ono of these codes

.

. 7* The plain language, i.e. solved, copies of code telerrams submitted
by &fce department carried no secrecy marking but raw material was in-
variably marked Geheime Reichsache.

/



TICOM/l-22

Please amend classification of second and following pages.i-

TOP SECRET "U".
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TOP SECRET *U
TICOM/ 1-22

INTERROGATION OP GERMAN CRYPTOGRAPHERS OP THE 'PERS <7C? t

DEPARTMENT OP THE AUSWARTIGES AMT

This publication is a report on the interrogation of twenty-one crypto-

graphers of 'Pers ZS* carried out in UK at seven meetings during May 1945*

'Pers ZS' worked only on diplomatic systems.

TICCA
2 t.u3y, 1945

Copy No.

No. of pages :31

Distribution

British U.S.
I. Director 32-33* OP20-G(2) (via Lt. Pendergrass)
2-8 D.D. 3 (7) 34. G-2 (via Lt. Col. Hilles)
9- D.D. 4 35-36. S.S.A. (2) (via Hajor Seaman)

10. D.D. (N.S.) 37-38. Director, S.I.D. ETOUSA (2) (via
II. D.D. (MKT) Lt. Col. Johnson)
12. D.D. (A.S.)
.13-14. A.D. (C.C.R.) (2)
15« Col. Leatham

TICOIv:

1 6. Chairman
17-_19.._ S.i,.C. (3)
20. Cdr. bacc. 1

21 . Cdr. fracKenzie
22. Cdr. Tandy
23. U/Cdr. Oeser
2L Lt. Col. Johnson
25« Kaj Seaman
26. Lt. Eachus
1 7 . Lt. Vance
28. Capt. Cowan
29. Lt. Pehl
30-31. Ticom Piles (2)

Additional
39* Dr. Porster
40. Dr. Pickering
41 • Lt. Col. Evans
42. Lt. Comdr. J-'ansen

43' Major G.'.;. I.:organ



TOP* SECRET [^J

Interrogation of Gorman Crypto j

of the 'Pers ZS' Tieoartment of the Auswarti-es /jnt

Seven meetings were held at which 17 male and 4 female^

cryptographers were interviewed. The attached Minutes provide

a record of the proceedings.

The interrogators were concerned to conceal their own

kncwledre of the details of the subject and of any specific

German or foreign system. The Germans were co-operative and ready

to answer questions and volunteer statements.

•* r

e know from Ultra sources that Schanffler had been concerned

-;ith the cryptograpTTTc^aetails of German Diplomatic Cyphers "but

we 'id not question him on this subject nor did he speak about

it himself, M •

Interrogation ?/as allowed to develop naturally from such

-oneral questions as ""That was the nature of yo\9 work?" Or

questions were put oj^le captured material we now hold. For
TL~* " c — c

example we raised the question of Swedish usage "by referring to

the Swedish-made Ha,o;elin Machine found among the *?ers ZS 1 papers.

The general impression of the party as a Cryptographic Unit
was that it was competent but limited. It was seriously handicapped
by lack of staff. Hollerith machinery was not introduced until
1942 and then only in small quantities and rather by chance than
considered policy. Little or no encouragement came from above
and neither directives nor pressure to complete tasks were
forthcoming. Liaison with other German Cryptographic Units was
very bad and with Allies of Germany non-existent. They were
fright enec! by Machine Cyphers as a practical problem although some
theoretical work had been undertaken on the security of such cyphers,
They seemed to have relished their low-grade successes unduly and
to have been too ready to reject as impossible - an5 then to forget -

.the high-grade systems "beyond their powers. The senior officers
were convinced of the security of German high- gj?ad e systems . Virtually
no intelligence work was done on the contents of broken messages.

The -.vork of 'Pers ZS' was ^confined to diplomatic systems and
did not include Service Attache Cyphers* The OKT and Goerin.^ 1 s
Forschun^samt also worked on Diplomatic systems and the relations
of all three stations were marked by jealousy rather than by
co-operation.

More can "be learned of the German attack on British DiplomaAs
Systems from Prl. Ha.^en who is now ill under supervision at Marburg,
~-i we recommend that she be interrogated.

One other member of the party still remains- to be interrogate
This is Dr. Helmut Grunsky, a mathematician, who is at present in
hospital.

Photographs and finSer-print s of all those interrupted arefiled m C.C.R. Section G.C.'&C.S.

J5«Jt, Vincent,
Actinr Chairman for^.~.(4)

•
4th Juno, 1-7,5

_

-J.



- • -• ( A-n +h<-- chair), ?rofess r Vincent
Present: Brigadier Tiltman ( in the cn *ir

,

Porster
Col. Cook U.S.A., Lt. Fehl U.S.-., -r. fforsw

and later: Profess :r Sr. Rohrbach

•

1. It was aoreed before the meeting

a. to treat general matters only

b. to interview Professor HohrWB al,ne iir^x.

2. Professor Bohrcach m* then called and asked to sk
f

organisation to which he belonged. It *aa made clear to him that

the meeting had neither the desire nor the power to intmi^t- nun

or his colleagues into imparting information against their will.

He replied that he and his clleagues were prepared to talk on a

professional basis of 'exchange of results' though it was clear

to them that the exchange would necessarily be onesided.

3. He gave the official designation of his organisation as

lerartaent" 'Pers Z S 1 of the Auswartiges Amt. It ha--, formerly

been knov.n as the .' Chiffrierabteilun?' but later the cover 'Pers Z S

was adopted. The organisation was concerned with crypt ography m
foreign diplomatic codes and cyphers; no military or ether material

•is handled.

4. There was another : artfflent of the Auswartiges Amt which

dea.lt 7n.th the production and security of German diplomatic systems,

but any liaison between it and 'Pers Z S' was purely informal. This

department had remained in B erlin until the end,

5. The head of the organisation was Gesandter SELCHO? . ^ The

three sections of which it consisted were under J

Oberregierun^srat 3CH.-.UPPLER
" Br. PASCHKE
" Dr. KUNZE

6. Br. Kunze was an old hand and been in the organisation :'-r

27 years. He was responsible f or the intial breaking of difficult
syster.s, recypherments etc. Kis staff consisted largely ?f
mathematicians. Hollerith machines ha.d not been available to him
until 1942 but by the end he had about 20 machines. This was
thcurht to be due to the personal interest of Ribbentrop, '

\

7. Lr. Paschke was responsible for bookbuilders and J r nslat rs.
His section was :r;?.nised by countries and lan guages. He also
carried out such liaison as was done with the *7ehrmacht.

8. ORR Schauffler: a mathematician. Started life as a
schoolmaster, was r-assed in the last war and on return to his job
foun-. schoolmastering too much for him. Entered this • r -animation
shortly afterwards as a mathem- 1. n r i ^« TV.-n hcpoAo <«t»»« tH.^_ " <-><->. uianiuiiuoioidn. men 00came xn ^crosxec
rar Eastern languages, in which he specialise ":. His field was
theoretical research ( • Grun :l •..

- ;nf - rschung' ) on cryptorraphy, and
nc edited 2 private periodical which c^ul-ted with-ir < +h^» n*Y-w„-ti .a ip , . „ , , - —u •,llJ-^ 11 ^xi^ui-utu wixuin trie on ice,c
:
±i«d bchriiten dea Scn^rlicnstes 1

. it was concerned larttelv
"^ith carrot rraphic me 4 - " — :^- r ~ ^ n^A^ Q <> a „ ^

,a

±t
— cun^nts contained solutions of problems connected with the eniam.machine. ITith this in mind the question t\he listribution ofx^.P eriodical vr13 raised.] It had no distribution -utsi^ the>Office anr> Tract ml , r v n j t. . . 7 t " utsiue xne
-

i Z
y held by aen3LOr st --ff include- a coy -.vent toocicnow, tut as he did not understand nurh "•V.-nt rrvnf^-m.^ &*

*as thought imprc/bacle that he read it.
" "

cry^gra?hy it

l\u-
re TOS very little liaison with >tber ervotoera-hir. r,,^.nothing was - ov,„t y^i ... .

^.-^gra^nic ureaux;
*"-**«• rei-ti,r.s nth foreign cryptographers.
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10. Professor Rohrbach was at pains to explain hi3 own position. He

had a chair of mathematics at Prague, which he held concurrently with

his anp intment with the Foreign Office, travelling often Track and

f rth. He had chanced to be at Purgscheidungen when the place "Was

overrun. The senior members of the organisation had panicked in the

absence of selchow, and he was the only person who had had the presence

of mind to take any caramon sense action, He had thus become the

leader .f the party. He was careful to point ut that this was not

due to any position he held within the organisation or to any

superior competence he might have as a cryptographer, but purely

force of character. In discussion of question of cryptographic lotail

he wished to be regarded merely as a member of Dr. Kunze's sectin.

11. The gentlemen appeared t :> be as crmforta>-le as was consistent

with the circumstances, but were concerned about jne of their number

,

Dr. GRUNSKY, who was suspected having acute tuberculosis. This
had been disc vered the day before they" left Germany. It 7/as arranged
that he shou]

1 have a medical examination. [Comment: he has sine; been
admitted to h spital and was therefore not available for interr ation.
He is a member of Dr. Kunze's section.]

SECOND MEETING (At 3 o'clock on 9th May 1943 at the Oratory Seta l)

Present: The foregoing and Dr. Kunze, Dr. Paschke and QM Schauffler
I

12. The basis on which the meetings were to be conducted v;as
explained to the new arrivals. The principle of 'one-sided exchange'
(' einseitiger Austausch' ) was arreed to. [Comment: The interrorators
felt much obliged to Lt.Col. Evans who appears to have been originally
responsible for this highly diplomatic formula.]

13. Dr. Kunze was asked to sketch what in his opinion the principal
successes of the organisation had been.

14.
^

He stated that he himself had been employed on similar work by
the High Command in the last war and mentioned success with British
naval cypher at that time.

15. In 1924 he had broken a French system of bigram substitution
using 100-fi/aire bigram tables on a 4 figure book/

16. Russian systems had been read at that time but, as Dr. Paschke
observed, after the appearance of the British White Paper in lc>27
the Russians changed their systems and discouraged circular telegrams-
there was then not enough depth.

17. Polish
. ystems consisting of subtracter tables on a 4 fj -ureBoo* were mentioned as having been solved at -bout that time.

18.
.

Iri 192,. or 1930 they began to read Jugoslav traffic eirolovinabigrammatic substitution on a 3 .-irue book \t first th ^ »
' +was applied horizontally, later vertically MancSrian svste^

-t this point ORR. Schauffler also t k art in the conversati n.

c^rrentlv^ft^o^ ^34
T
lov/er Srade Japanese systems were read

cf ;
1934 the JaP^«e went over increasingly to the use

fon^^Jfl^ eff-r * -chine on the Par?y had T^n
c^uld1h': ir V ? 3 S°me t4me 'before thQy discovered that it

until t ^ t .lL
he tr0ken

'
They did »<* in read any traffic

F^ru4V1^ ^^ th°n read the -Ch^ currontly'untif
1C

who \ f
y 939 2t became unreadable owinr to difficulties uri+fc ^

t h^rerr Ccren
v The ^ f * ^ ;:t^e

^s to ba^^s lQ%1
ereiT -

In the meantime the^ **** the lack traffic
eurrentl^until

1

the oj^ ***** *° **** the *****^ materia?
10
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20. Ohinese : ORE. Sohauffler had WorKSO «
w
<*aMM» *

20 yearsT^rt c* the time in conjunction «*» the
<£ffS££tf

linguist Le.-at iensrat Krebs, vhose pupil he considered ta«.W
F -

. **- i i^4-4r^vi fc^A-PfHn until ly^vJ. Ât the
to £. They read 4 figure and 4 letter traffic *

beginning of the war Chinese was taken up arain m
with the 0.K/.7., which supplied personnel. It was agreed to discuss

Par Eastern traffic in detail at some later meeting.

21. They handled no attache traffic, either Japanese

Dr. Steinberg of the Q.OT. was said to have worked on Japanese

military attache traffic.

22. British : In 1939 Kunze was approached by the Luftwaffe for

assistance with British weather cyphers. He was successful with

these.

23. In May 1938 they began to break a British diplomatic system*'

In 1940 to 41 the tables ran for three months, so that there was

considerable depth [Comment: Uncertain whether these two sentences

refer to the same system]. They found however that the labour
_

- 1

involved was such that it was too much trouble to read the material

currently without machines. On the introduction of 'special' keys

the investigation was discontinued. A written report was available I

on this subject [Comment: The circumstance that this investigation
was broken off in 1941 and that Hollerith machinery became available I

in 1942 may be connected, though this point was not raised at the I

time. They appear at all events to have had no further success 1

with British systems. It was thought best not to press this point I

for the time being but to discuss it in detail at a later meeting], I

24. In 1943 the American strip system No, 2 was solved, but with
considerable time lag. It involved a great deal of time and effort,
machine was designed to eliminate this, and Dr . Kunze thought that

it must be with the machinery sent from Hermsdorf in three waggons,
only one of which had arrived at Zschepplin, He thought that most
of the workings on this system had been destroyed at Zschepplin,

25« Italian : Br. Paschke was asked what success he had had with
Italian systems. He replied that he had been instructed in 1935 to
devote special attention to Italian and that the results had been
the best imaginable; they had read everything ('Den schonsten ErfMfl,
den man sich denkan kann; es wurde alles gelesen' ) , In 1942~43
work became increasingly difficult: the Italians increased their
subtracter material before the collapse and employed bigram substitu-
tion over a subtractor over a book. If they had changed the book,
the traffic would have become 1 impossible 1 to read. After the
collapse they read a Government code 'Impero' recyphered with figures
from the encode, with little depth. Later the Government systems
were net read for lack of depth, but it was thought that they used
double transposition. The Ne fascists had used a 5,000 figure sub-
tractor; the peculiar systematic arrangement of the figures in' the
subtractor assisted solution very much. In the last three months the
Neofascists had used unrecyphered bcoks which were easily read, .and an
alphabetical book with a short subtracter called M 1.

26
' Captured material: 'Then asked what assistance they had had fromcaptured material he said that it was unwelcome and seldom useful. Tuau never naa any liaison with foreign (e.g. Finnish, Hungarian <

Japanese) cryptographic organisations and had never been visitedby foreign cryptographers.

They
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27. Note: ^11 four gentlemen seemed to be fully c operative
,
moluu-

Dr. FeSSRfe, contrary to reports from the field. They were conccrnou

about their security, as they had no privacy and would m the Ion;; run

find it difficult to keep the nature of their work secret from thoax

fellow internees. It was suggested that they flight be prepared to

writo sports on their activity, to which all replied that they woulu oc

prepared to do so bat their present circumstances were unsuited to

•scientific work'.

The meet in/3 was adjourned.

THIRD MEiCTING>

Held at 101 Nightingale Lane, Y/andsworth on 10.5.45 at 12.15

Present: Professor Vincent (in the chair), Col. Cook U.3... f ,

Lt. Pehl U.S.A., Dr. Porstcr, Prl. Priedrichs

and later: Prl. Dr. Pannwitz, Prau Dr. Hlihnke, Prl. Schr.ader.

28. It was decided before the meeting
a, to discuss general matters only
b. to see Prl. Priedrichs alone first*

29. The basis on whioh the meetings v/ere to be conducted was
explained to Prl. Priedrichs, who agreed* The conversation was
conducted in English.

2$). Prl. Priedrichs stated that her duty was decyphcrmcnt of Bulgarian
and other Slavonic cyphers. She had, however, from time to time been
loaned to other sections. For instance she had been loaned for a time
to Dr. Kunzc at the time when the American strip system Number 2 was
being broken. She had maintained a personal interest in the American
strip system and had clearly crfjoyed the work Very much. She mentioned
Herr Zastrow as an authority on U.S. systems.

51* Her approach to the work as a whole was a professional one,
tho work gave her pleasure and she felt a proprietary interest in it,

32, She touched on the position of women in the organisation. She
said it had been a long fight to obtain for women the same pay as men,
but that that had finally been achieved, but, though they received the
same pay they had not the same status. At the beginning of the war a
great many women had been engaged somewhat to the chagrin of men who had
not been used to working with large numbers of women. She instanced
the ca.;e of one woman who hod reached a senior position in the organisa-
tion, Prl. Hagen, for whom she evidently had a great admiration* and
whom she characterised as an extremely able cryptographcr. Ker duty
was primarily British cypher systems and the systems of the Spanish
and Portuguese countries. At the time of their departure from Germany
Prl. Hagen was in hospital with a skin complaint.

33. When asked whether she knew of any connection that the organisa-
tion had with similar organisations outside, she answered in the
negative. Such liaison as was done was carried out by Dr. '..\oschke.
She gave the impression that, far from there having been any coordination
between the various cryptographic organi3ations, there was a considerable
feeling of rivalry,

34- The general impression that she gave of her orr<anisrction w.as thatit was a small, self-contained show, functioning entirely by itself
that it was starved of personnel and equipment and that little interestwas taken in it higher up. *

* Total personnel 3he thought was about 120, of whan *

10 were employed in the Slavonic section.



35.^ The Head if the organisation was n competent administrator who
understood li±le about cryptography, an'. w "ig content to leave the
specialists.,to run their affairs as 'it seemed bast to them.

36. . ;"hen asked whether there hn& ever "been any evidence of ap rccia-
tion cf the work done in the organisation,* she replied that there had
been ndne. Fr.m time to time, copies of the telegrams they issue-:
had been returned to them bearing a stamp indicating that they had been
by the FOhrer, otherwise no indication of the importance attached to
this work had penetrated to the level at which she worked.

•

37. No intelligence was extracted from the material by them, except
such as was necessary in order to enable them to continue reading the
traffic. There was no sense of urgency in the office, decv-ohered
mess —os were not transmitted by teleprinter to their recipient .

38. In the matter of translation of deciphered texts, the orr-nisa-
wion had established rigid rules and in general favoured a literal

.
translation in contradistinction to the practice of the 0K7, which

'X rl
ri?

co*cern^ to round off and polish up the translation -aidmake it flow, usually leaving out corrupt groups or obscure passages.

?L fcfSf*
"aS Ut

!
10 given to communication of resultsinside the organisation by junior members, -who were onsowsy/oO to windtheir CT,„ ouslaoss. In 3enoral such exohan3e of resuXts ^ o^rtodouo m done on a purely informal basis as between friends.

40. Frit Friedrichs was concerned about the oossible f-tc of r-r, .

gT^f81?.^ been °**»* *ho *orXa a fair iJSt ^d g^L^L

disposal of the members of this S***ST] the oventurl

* -^jtfMg zgjs* as* ; * •««**.
Prl. Dr. Pawwita and Prl -cbraeor T^" .

Iadies
» 5**1 Dr. iUhnke,

attcrs tsas hold with the*. *hcv 4*i
*clrt *««-«i<» on personal

their .mon-folk ond wished £ft£ ^ion J-T^ ?° Ut tU° fttto fM»w that they were safe ^„ £ Jf,***
1 te relati tie in

:

einted out that the members of thTietw t ' » «
"ere prepared to transmit ff

ha"' "? ?owcr' to ^ *M.8 but
duarantec that MflUm loS?* ^*™* th°y ooul5

> however, give no
the worse for their two ££? *»* <* «» ladies ap,carod ™ys°JOurn in Holloway iris on.

Intermediate r. h^-. held in wr^rv^lT^^ m ^tin,.---„alc- Lane. .,.^v, ,-

n

HUhnk
41 a. The real object of **>a
whereabouts of W. H6lX*S^ to obtaXa ^rmti .n on the
systems (seem 3^ iift „ fT"^ 0n ad d.utr: >,,io™under British or u.3. octroi 5T !? her to a rear "-r"°m^ri^- lu,;,^C) uh-^ ™* ostensiUe «. to brin/^rl.

xii/crea at tho Oratory School in error,
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4

4Tb. Before the meeting tcck place, the interrogator was net, on

arrival in the German detainees' wifig by a young German woman who diu

not belong to the party he intended to see and was apparently a new

arrival, "she said: 'WOT sind Sie?' and got the reply that
^

the

interrogator was looking for Prl. Friedriohs. She then said: JSind^

Sie vom Auswartigen Aat? 1
. The interrogator denied -any connexion with

the Foreign Office,

41c. Frl. Friedrichs and her party being assembled in a separate room,

Frau Dr. HUhnke said that Frl. Hagen was last heard of in the German

military hospital at Zschepplin. This hospital was housed in the

Schloss, the same building as was occupied by the 'Pers.ZS 1 personnel.

She suffered from 'Gesichtsrose' (erysipelas) and when they had last

seen her was too ill to be moved. She wots presumably still there and

would, they thought, be glad to bo evacuated out of the way of tho

Russians. [Comment: this reason for evacuating Frl. Hagen was not

suggested by the interrogator.

]

41d. TThen asked to describe her they all agreed that she was toll,

fair-haired and anaemic-looking, walked with a characteristic stoop

and had a high squeaky voice. Age about 38.

41e. Frau Dr. HUhnke was very-worried at the probable fate of her
mother .and infant son Horst in a Russian occupied area.

.
The interro-

gator did his best to calm her.

41f. The meeting was adjourned, its object achieved. The information
was telephoned from Night ingab Lone to A.D. (C.C.R.) and TICOM represent-
atives. [Comment: Frl. Hagen has since been evacuated from Zschepplin
to Marburg where she is in hospital under supervision. ]

Fourth I.leeting; held at the Oratory School on 19th May, 1945 at 11 a.m.

Present: Prof. Vincent (in the chair), Major Seaman U.S...., Lt. Fehl,
U.S.A., Dr. Forster.

and later: Dr. Kunze, Professor Rohrbach, Herren Rave, Hierer and Grease.

42. Dr. Kunze and Professor Rohrbach were called.

43. When examining the captured material it was found that the most
recent work reports were missing. The gentlemen wore asked what the
explanation of this was. They replied that all the documents of the
research section had been destroyed at Zschepplin.

44. Dr. Kunze was then asked about the machine, mentioned at a
previous meeting (see para. 24), for solving the American strip* This
machine was for decoding, not for analysing. Double-length .strips
were hung an lugs attached to rollers. The cypher text was typed on a
machine which unrolled the strips su that the cypher text was visible
along the bottom of the window. The clear text was then visible on some
line higher up in the window, ios electric device had been designed to
Illuminate the frequent clear text letters. This was abandoned, as it
was found more convenient to print the common letters in heavy type on
the strips .and read off the lines containing the roatcst number of
letters in heavy type. The strips were made 52 letters Ion'-- and were
arrrjigea m a bank of 15. The machine was thought to be with some
Hollerith machinery in two waggons which had never arrived at Zschepplin,
[Comment: see para. 24.]
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, ¥n +hp H-v-clin Machine found oraonc the capture,!

tf. W* ^s?cct ^^r^th^-ht that Botanania, Sv;eden and rmlanc.
material, Dr. Lunze said^ ,oecn solved for lack oi tine
used this aochiae. No traffic had_erer uro ^ U30cl by
on- -v^sonnel. He had heard it said that me tiago^«

^ ocauircdand .x^nnox. »
-rnies The specimen mentioned hau. been acquireu.

the French and tm&om armes* xuo
t -ropertics and nad

^^c?r^ ^. «- ***** - th0 0JC1°-

meter 01 the machine is only 295. i *

r.ble to achieve the desired result with paper moo-clo.

2,7 Mar Bo«u* then .asked about the purpose of a number of rotary

1

1

ones foun\ anong me cap-curuu —dT" , . +h «t their
not quite sure what switches were meant but ne thought that they

^ere ca-.tured material ( « Bmtematerial «
) sent to them »m case they

S in useful', as electrical fitting of this kind v;ere m short supply.

LB. Scandinavian systems were next discussed. No material hac been

read.' Swedish traffic, thought a priori to be Hagelm was inv sti-

r-atcd for three months in 19U- $ first the machine £ad 25 lett^s,

then after tuo months a machine with 26 letters was introduced. In

;.u-ust ISkk another investigation was ber-un, in which Professor

Rohrbach participated, to determine whether the indicators fitted the

Ha^elin pattern, * f

Asked about Turkish systems, on which there was a noticeable

lack of material among the captured documents, Dr. Kunze stated that

all the Turkish material had V>een burnt.

50. Dr. Kunze was then dismissed .and Messrs. Rove, Hierer .and Grosse

were called, professor Rohrbach in the meantime explained that these

gentlemen were of a definitely lower grade and had come to 'Pers to

be trained. He spoke of them with obvious distaste.

51. Messrs. Rave, Hierer' and Grosse were all employed by the 0*.d.dr .

and loaned to 'Pcrs ZS ! in December 10.V3 to assist with Chinese and

Japanese traffic. .

* d

52. Rave had joined the Q.X.T. in October 19U. He was first at

Tirpitaufcr 72 - 76 until it was bombed out, then at Im Del, Dahlom.

He had got his friend Hierer into the O.K. 77. because of his knowledge of

Chinese. Grosse had been employed on Italian at the O.K.".r
. an: WAS

later transferred to Chinese. It did not appear that lie had any know-
ledge of the latter l.an.'-ua^e.

53. Rave, the spokesman of the group, gave a sketch of the or ;- niza-
tion of O.K.". . Chi. The ho .ad was Oberst Kempf, who was relieved in X9k>3
by Oberst Kettler. The sections were: translating and bcokbreakinr 1

;,

under Ministerialrat Fenner; Interception; Intelligence, under Oberst
Knlkstein; erypt graphic research under Dr. Hlitterihain; and f J5% the
dpeartment dealing with administration and personnel

5h~ Rave and the others hod. worked in Penner ' s section gilder
Oborleutnant ._dler.' This croup consisted of 12 - 15 people, engaged
at first on Japanese only, then Chinese.
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55. When asked what htey had heard :f n,trO,le successes

Chi, they Said that they had heard vaCuely rf successes »
• . u * J***-* ^ MuiHmMi \narican military attache rccypiwrocc
and British systems ajv_ menoione,. ^hcji ^ .

- m , ; + h~g
code read in 1942 when Rommel was in North ,.fnca. They ti^u,^ i

_
-

#

been broken by cr^,o,T,ohy, not 3*1*8 to phjsioal comprise [Comment,

it Was plain that these statements were based on rumour cnij. j

56.
cat
sj^sterns were dealt with by the rest .

O.K.M. etc. Liaison between O.K.Y.'. and Ters.p '
was carriou on oy

Tenner and Pasohke [Comment: r.unso an,: m chke had been milit jj
cryotor.-ra-.hers in World War I.], who were concerned at me «aoi^t W
duplication attd worked at avoid it. Their efforts were not reyarced

with favour by Selchow. There had been some co-operation, eariy ™
1943 on Turkish-, but apart from that the loancf Rave, Kierer nn<- Gross

o

to 'Pcrs.ZS' had been the only occasion they knew of Ott which the two

departments h .d worked together. The situation w.as not improved by

OJC.W.'s oracticc of calling up competent people from other ,;op.artments,

putting them in the ranks and then drafting them into its own crypto-

graphic organization.

57. The O.K.V. had neither the Ion.-; tradition nor the expertise

which 'Pers^ZS' possessed, though Ministori airat Former and agnail

party had been engaged on this work in peace-time. [ Comment :
it is

possible that this was said in deference to Professor Rohrbach who was

present throughout this interview.

]

58. In the matter of captured material and machines, Rave said that

new arrivals at O.K.YT. Chi had been shown a 3ritish machine captured

at Dunkirk. It was broken end rusty and did not work.

59. Chinese and Japanese systems : They had rei a Chinese Liilit ary

..ttachd system, which had ceased in April or [ay 19-:

:-5. The first

groups of the traffic were WR, SW or J:C.T. The reqyphonnent consistoa

of trans posit ion within the code groups* The groups wese 3 letter

r-rouos. Thev solved the rccvphcrnent but never re\ad any messages.

JK7 * 1 1» •

oO. Another Chinese, traffic, with descriminont HI3DEM, was invest i voted.

It .also consisted of 3 letter groups but was unrecyphored. It contained

many shells which were easily recognisable, tho names etc. being spelt

out in simple substitution. It was a purely military code.

61. if They broke a Japanese 'Konnwort - Code* consisting of double

transposition of 2 and 4 letter groups from a known book; the trans-

position was done by a stencil, the stencil Ixdny the same for both
transposing operations. The system was broken on a re-encyphen;
It w.as a diplomatic system used between Moscow and Tokio. They r

it from the middle of 1942 to June or Jul. 1943.

62. No work was done on Japanese attache systems. Rave remefobered
the Japanese Naval attache visitiny Oberst pettier.

63. G-rossc, asked about Italian work in the O.K.Y/., mentioned a
diplor.r.tic S3«tem £g 22 and the Iraperc cc as haviny .oen solved. Hi3
statement m general tallied with that of Dr. Pa3chkc at a previous
meeting on Italian work in 'pors.ZS' (see para. 25) The Italian
section in the O.K.7. consisted of 15 to 1? people*

64.
^
Professor Rohrbach pointed' out, after these gentlemen h'd been

dismissed, that their statement on the Japanese 'Kennwort - Code 1 had
been inaccurate. The recypherment was sinyle transposition, not double.
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Pifth Mgetiagj hold at the? Opt.; ry School on 19th "/ y !>Vf5 "t 3 p.p.

Present: Prof. Vi -cent (in the chair), Major Seaman U.S. ..v. , Irt* Pehl,

U.S. a* , Dr. Forstcr.
and later: In succession: Dr. aorstien,- RR. Zastrou, Prof. Rohrbach

65. Dr. Korstien and Professor Rohrbach v;ero called together. Dr.

Karstien however objected to the presence of Rohrbach and it was agreed

to interview him alone. [Comment: Rohrbach informed the meeting later

that there was consider ble antagonism between himself and llarsticn. J

66. Dr. Xarsticn had been employed on Slavonic systems until 1930
when he changed to Chinese. In 1938 after the Anschluss the Slavonic
countries become more important and he went back to them,

67. The Jugoslavs used a five figure code with -letter bigrrca tables
consisting of 100 bigroms. This system was read from 1933 to 19^3*
when traffic dropped, after which it was read with interruptions.
They had not received any Tito traffic, nor military attache.

68. Arising out of the matter of attache systems he gaire a short
summary of the division of work between the O.K.7. and 'Pers.ZS 1

. The
O.P.V. had at :.'irst been responsible for service systems only but had not
hod enough re aula le material to train its personnel. It had then taken
up diplomatic systems and having once tasted blood it refused to leave
them. 'Pcrs.SS' left all attache systems to O.X.Y/. [Comment: Dr.
;~.arstien was clearly at some pains to bring out the interdeportmental
rivalry at which . ther members of the organisation had only hinted. ]

69. He mentioned a 10,000 group Chinese Code worked on by Dr.Olbricht,
who he thought was lucky, as in the days when he himself worked n the
Chinese he had to cope with a code book of 40,000 groups.

70. Asked about the application of the experience of the organisation
j the security of German systems, he said that at an early stage the

Remans had progressed so far on a scientific basis that they ha" little
to learn (... 'sind schon fruh auf wissenschaftlichen Gebict sohr :eit
gekommen, sodass wohl kein Belehrung n<3tig geweson'). He mentic. d
O.R.R. Langlots (who died two .years ago) and O.R.R. Schauff ler as
having materially contributed to this desirable result. [Comment-
see para. 117.

]

71. He discounted any assistance received from eapttired material. He
hod had occasion to examine captured Czech material and stated that the
Czech systems were unbreakable. la reply to the question {in what rosoect
-..ere they unbreakable?1 he stated that the Czechs used one-time Wis.

"«

There was, he explained, a difference between systems which were
insoluble in practice (owing to l-.ck of time, personnel w er-ui.-nenc)
and those insoluble in principle, such as the Csech, Russian end Oerman
systems. [Comment: This valuable distinction was much appreciated by
the interrogators. ] •

72. Polish systems he had fcun I mibreakable in practice; there werecoo many of then. They required more lab -or thou the deport: .o at had - t
-
dls

: jOS-l. He mentioned o five figure hook witfe a subtracter.

^4oaent%^C^'r?
S USCd fiVG *Joc! -3 * ®

>

000 Wirequent repagination.
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Ik. The tmtmtm m& Letts used mainly transposition, sometimes

double, sometimes single, occasionally Vigenere

substitution.

75. had never boon concerned with the solution of machine

systems.

76. No liaison with foreign cryptographers existed.

77. No intelligence work was done in the department itself on

decyphered material) though the selection of material for issue was ot

course guided by consideratio.is of its possible lateUigonoe v^u0 *
.

This selection was done by the Referent [sub-section hcadj on the basis

of knowledge and experience.

78. In the matter of official recognition of work done b.y the

organization he observed that there was none, oven from the Minister

though, as everywhere, the authorities wore quick enough when it oame

to complaining. [Corment: this question wa3 inspire d by tho discovcry

in Dr. paschke's private papers of a letter dated 30.5.1938 from the

Foreign Minister, von Weizsaeker, congratulating Paschkc on particularly

successful efforts ('besonders orfolgreiche Bemuhungen* ) in the field

of work assigned to him. ] 'We worked' , said Dr. Karstien with some

complacency, 'entirely in the dark' ['",7ir arbeitctcn vollst'dndig im

Duhkeln' . Comment : the romantic .aspect of this kind of activity

appeared to afford him some satisfaction.] It had beer, different

with the Austrian Foreign Office cryptographers, who had been paid

oortly by results: solution of a difficult oroblem had been rewarded

by a bonus. A former member of the ^ustrian organization (now dead)

had transferred to Ters.ZS' after the Anschluss and professed
himself dissatisfied with tho remuneration in his new employment.

t

79« Dr. Karstien was dismissed and Hcrr 2astrow called.

80. Herr Zastrow asked that Professor Rohrbach be allowed t>; be

present at the interview. He was .accordingly called.

81. Herr Zastrow is a bookbreaker and has been engaged on U.S.
systems for 27 years. The atmericans used mainly 5 letter books with
10 recyphcring tables for monoalphabetic and bigram substitution to
each book. The tables ran for two to six months. Later other sub-
stitution tables began to be used, with 5 indicator groups to cajch table.
The tables were changed in the course of a message, the indicator for
tho new table being encyphered with the previous table.

82.^ The gorman- designation for thosu systems was Bl, B2, Ig etc.,
to BIO, (3 = Bichstabe). jjacrican equivalents ha remembered were

:

B6a = Al
r6b = 21

B8 = Brown Code
Tne jjSa book was known through physical compromise. The 'Brown Code 1

nau been captured but it had been broken before capture. The recon-
struction jf the book had taken 4 years.

jp* - transpositi n system used by the 'Coordinator of Information
Washington' was mentioned. No success had been achieved with this.



Ik, |$ one noin^Herr Zastrow had been lent to the C.K.V/. The head

of the British oai Sjossriooa subsection i» the O.K.Y.
r

. -was ORR. Rohcn,
/

who did the some work as was done in 'Pcrs.ZS' but had more people td

85. Herr Zastrow knew of no U.S. machines or cyphers other than the

06. He said that he was tired of cryptography after 27 jronrs and

WOUla like to chrn-c over to some kind of administrative post m the

diplomatic serviced [Comment: the interrogators did not think he would

do well in such a post. ] ,

87. Professor Rohrbnch was careful to point out that the loan of

Zastrow to the 0.IC.T7 . by 'pers.ZS 1 was a very different matter from

the loan of Rave, Hierer and Gross© to 'Pers.-ZS' by the 0.1.'.. 7.

Zastrow WSS an expert and a man of considerable experience, where .as

the other three were .young men who had to be taught their business,

•

[See para. 50]

88. [Comment: Conversation was carried on in English. Herr Zastrow 's

speech consisted largely of indistinct mumblings, so that some diffi-

culty was experienced in recording what he said. Prof. Rohrbach
informed the interrogators that Zastrow was very difficult to understand

oven when speaking German, ]

j9. The meeting was adjourned.
t

Sixth Hooting; hold in the Oratory School on Hay 21st, 1945 > H a.:.- bo

resent: Professor Vincent (in the chair)
3
Commander (S) Dudley

Smith, R.N. , Major Seanon U.S.^., Lt. Pehl, U.S....,
Dr. Forster, P.O.M. Ploipps Y/.R.N.S.
Dr. paschke, ORR Schauffler, "..rof. Rolirbach.

90* The main object of this meeting was to obtain information un
work done on British systems.

91. In reply to the question whether wjrk was done on Colonial Office,
Dominions 3r India Office systems, Dr. Pasohke replied that it was
difficult to keep them .apart. Ali mirecyphered codes were investigated.
India Office traffic was only investigated when enough personnel una
available, which was not often, raid in any case there was little •

material, i*

British unrecyphered ^-letter bocks. The ti. S lag between
the

_
introduction of a new book 52 the reading of itessages naturally

varied very mich, but in favourable circumstances was about 3 months.
Much of course defended on a good lino-up with published state:.ientsm the press. They had a subsection for reading newspapers fop this .

ur
Losc but information from the press could not be used until the book

was already built up to some extent and was then only c;oiled for ahen
a partially dec; '.od message was found to be based on sue!- i*rfcoria3U The
value system en which the books ..ere constructed gave no assistancem their reconstruction.
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£

93 f British unrecyphered 5-letter books. The time Lag in book-
^

building was longer than with the k-letter b;-oks, i.e. 4 to 5 months,

but the content of the messages was less important. There \/orc two

large books, one in general use, the other principally usee", for the traffi

traffic of the South ..frica Government. The first was also "used by
Eire. These books were of no great importance and were not fully
built up.

94. One 4-letter and one 5-lotter booic were captured in Norway
but both were already readable.

95. No recyphered letter traffic was real.

96. Bri ti sh figurc sys tems

.

' They had no caturcd books* but an
out of date recyphering table was captured in Norway, which enabled

|
Dr. Kunze to strip the traffic for a tine, analysis of the captured I

table gave an idea of the scope and mctaod of recyphering, but they I

never actually read any of the traffic. The starting points f.-r the 1

subtractor depended on the date and the number of the message.
*

97. No work was done on figure traffic sent with a 5-lotter indi-
cator of the typo CVCVC or VCVCV. It contained groups on unrccypherea
code in the preamble. No intelligence about order of battle of imili-
tary .authorities etc. was extracted from these preambles in the
.-.uswHrtigos >it, as the O.K.V-. had co;.ies of the messages in any case.
No assistance in breaking additive recyphcrments was received from
references to previous telegrams made in plain code in the preambles
of cypher telegrams.

93. L "five" figure system, Interdepartmental Cypher, was
captured in Norway, but the O.K.;/. nnc" C-orings Forschunr a anrt were
principally c- ncerned with its exploitation. He thought that the
degarbling system had been reconstrueted.

99. Dr. Paschke made it clear that although these 33s terns were
notrread, there w.as in fact enough material for them to be readable.
¥hen asked whether any assistance was ...ffered the organization ia
this respect he said th "d. they had to manage with the personnel they
had. The acquisition of Hollerith machinery had no connexion with
the previous failure to solve British systems. Peri, ical checks
were made to see whether the systems changed but they were convinced
that no fundament al change occurred.

100. No work was done on British cor^iercial or Dank of England
systems. Dr. Pnschko was of the opinion that these were a t handled
by the O.K.,/. either and suggested that Goring' 3 Porochun -samt mi fethave been concerned, as it had economic .and industrial Interest*

101. .authorities responsi

P was mace clear at this point that thox-o .vore threeinccpeadent parties working on diplomatic systeme in Germany - the

•ntVi'I-
-uswttrtiges Ant, an : Goring' s Furschun -samt. ?v. c

^O^t ^ 1033 lirdS:Ti Bt1h thc Fors^gsai* than :,iih

Dr^Tcl^:?
'

7ogin
.-

: "irking hours were from 8 eubu to 8 p.m., thourh

S^S^SSS T^f **** There .. , aiw^s ataty
it wa^ dimoui 'V

at 2*»- ne regular shift system because-
7

u 00 -et people who were suitable to be heads of wr+r»hr>*
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10 3. Intercepticn : Material cane from 3 m&Jk sources:

1. O.K.W., which maintained interception stations at Lauf,

Treuenbrictzen and LSrrach. Traffic received by 1/V.

Forschungsamt, stations not known. Material intercepted

by the P0st Office, both Iffit andLA* reached 'Perg.SS

through the Forschungsamt until that was bombed out,

after which this type of material cane direct fron the

Central Post Office".

3. 'Pers.ZS' maintained a small interception station of its

own in Dahlcm, called Landhaus. It wa3 used to ceycr

the more import ant traffics such as Ankara and Lisbon.

London was always very poorly received.

104. The 0.X.7". naintained interception stations in occupied countries,;

he knew of one in the Balkans, one in Greece and one in France, No

material was received from diplomatic posts abroad and none from
foreign interception services, except some traffic intercepted by the

Hungarians which -was forwarded through the o.K.V». Nothing mm ever

received from the Italians or the Finns. In most cases the traffic wa3

copied in the O.K. 1
.',
7
. or the Forschungsomt before it reached f pcrs.za f

,

so there was no indication of its origin.

105. It was stated that the O.K.I', did no work on British rocyphered
n

ioks

.

106. If whun a new system was broken it was discovered that traffic
dealt mainly with natters outside the diplomatic field, it was handed,

over to O.K.'..'. for exploitation.

107. Dr. poschke was unable to say which British channels produced
the greatest number of messages with intelligence value and said that

(

Frl. Ha-';en could answer this question precisely. [Comment : Se~ para,

k±a ff; this lady is ill and is at present detained at Marburg, ]

108. On the matter of misuse of low grade systems for foe purpose
of passing high grade infomation, Dr. Paechke stated that though in
-meral the intelligence value of the low grade traffics s net high

they had carried a number of messages of c ens iderablc interest. Hie
impression had been at the time that these messages were passed, in that
way for the express benefit of the Germans. He recalled a nuuben of
messages before the out-break of the war to the effect that JJrltoin
w -old not remain neutral in the event of a c.nflict between Germany mS,
r lanfti He remembered a case about 3ix months arc of a short telegran
fr

: London to Lome concerning the burning of a si -nature to the
. -tlantic Charter, This message aroused considerable interest in Merlin
a the cryptographers v;ere asked to check its accuracy, as its mcanin
s not clea.-. T/nere was no cryptographic uncertainty aix-ut the docy_ her-M-t, but the text remained obscure and its meaning wa3 never olearod up,

>ome such messr pa were shown to the PUhror, principally those concernin
ore atr.io nt i prisoners of war.

1C9. Nc messages prefixed "TITTTTR" were raV

Sli^ifSS^: importance nt* attached to American than
•

:iV:.
" ilc>

.
-^ f™ cryptogr reasoas, as the American

V - Av 'I
crj3lC;r to read. The links - 3eme, Ankara, Lisbon and

messa,"/^n
C
.: 1. SS so. The Berne link passed

from HnlacTenl^LS
Gci™n* Intelligence material was also passed

* —w e\,y kvW •
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111. Qgg« Schr.Liff lor was asked about his interest in cypher machines .

He sai£ he never used -ny himself, but collected material bearing on

thc subject.

in
112. ;,s much as twenty years ago he was interesied ±i the Enigma as

a crypto :raphic device. He mentioned ft printing Enigma as existing i

those days, which was superseded by the Enigma with lights. The
Wehrmacht had taken up this latter model ^nd iraproved it.

113. * The commercial type Enigma used by the Swiss was sometimes solved
by stereotyped beginnings nnd known settings. The Swiss used to
include in their messages the machine setting for the next massage.

114« He had investigated the Kryha machine and had reported that it
was soluble.

115. Ho had also some knowledge of the 'Geheimschreiber
'
, one of the

principal features of which he described as consisting of wheels with
adjustable wiring. It was not very satisfactory and Huttenhain of the
0.K/.7. Forschungs abteilung [Comment: not to bo confused with Goring 's

Forschungsamt ]was continually finding cryptographic faults in it. The
^uswarti ;cs x-imt used the 'Geheimschreiber 1 but the O.K.Y/. was respons-
ible for the security of the device.

116. Tvhen asked where the machines came from which 'Pers.ZS' investi-
gated, he said that they were supplied in order that their security
could be tested. H'.gelin machir.es had been investigated by the w'ehrmacht
nnd O.K.H. had read material encyphered with them,

117. His own special duty was to ensure that cryptographic possibili-
ties were known and appreciated. He had worked with OKR. Langlotz
(see para. 70), Head of the Cypher Security Section of the AuswSrtigOS - Jit,
on this subject and was satisfied with the liaison existing with the
authorities responsible for German systems.

118. At this point, Dr. Paschke observed that they 'had reason to be
convinced of the superiority of German systems' ( 'Y/ir waren mit Recht
uberzcugt von der Tiberlegenheit der dcutschen Verfahren'), with which
ORR. Schauffler agreed [Comment: the general context of. this remark
suggested that 'German systems' was intended to include the machine
systems used by the armedforces.

]

115. In reply to the suggestion that the advent of machines meant
that the great age of crypt or.praphy had come to an end, ORR, Schauffler
said that the great age h.ad begun with the firsf world war and mas likely
to enc with -the second. It was however worth bearing in mind that at the
end of the last war people were s.aying that the a~c of crypto:t adb 7 was
over * <

199a. phy, in which he had a life-
in that

iL^^ttt att*ntion ^ ^thods of solution and general cryptographic

tho
Macmnes for instance were only insoluble as Ion- as

ll/i
'vVe11 The 3v/iss Sni » had becn react bocauoo it was brdlyuser

1. The Wehrmacht had l<dd Sown strict rules for the use of the Enigoa
ItiL^l ft"

caapronisc did not occur through inproper use. The saneairviiea to other systems.
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12C. Dr. Pasonke at this point spoke of a gaggian ^rloriatic cng

tine pod which had been used by the Russian uncsr conation*

whie/kd not perntit the normal instructions for use fee oe obseTVOd

or.' whidh vras thus compromised. The O.K.H. had re-- it up to St ain^rac

ThQ pads -..ere used more than once. The traffic was rem sometimes on

a depth 3 raid frequently on depths of 2, or 5. The solution 'V?
heloed bvthc circumstance that the Russians always usee *«wJ»J«B^
books, as they relied for security- on the rccypherment. Tne diplomatic

books ore all four figure, the Army books all five figure,

121. Special characteristics of Russian one ting L
.ads. Large

affersnocs ootwoen adjacent fi :uros were comparatively rare* He had

secimens of Russian one time pads captured in the field. They
«-• r~* f\

' w w » — — — w —
-— •» — _ t

had been fc^pec! on a typewriter with one carbon. Series Ox figures

(e. ;. 345578 etc.) with a difference of 1 were common and other

3Sjcholo ;ical peculiarities of the typist , such as a recoralisable

Ustaste for zero («An£st vor demlaill'). The indicators were

encyphered with the first croup of the finished tele^jr Di The false

sun jf the penultimate group was the ci scrimin ant

.

122. Ilentioning the circumstance that the Russian systems ehaa,;ed

after the publication of the British white Paper in 1927, ORR. Schauffler
remarked that we did not publish the really interesting material at

the time and he had never been able to understand why not.

123. Double transposition. When asked about their ;encral success
with systems of this *.:ind , Dr. Paschke stated that it was sometimes

_ dssible to read them currently, but that it depended on the number of

keys* In general he thouaht, and ORR. Schauffler agreed, that they
caused as much trouble to the le.-'imimate users .as the'- did to the
crypto racherj they were secure but laborious. American double trans-
position systems v;ere known to exist, but no work had been done on then.

124. Last ";:t Papers : ORR. Schauiflsr observed that his . xes among
the captured material ('Serie 20') contained a collection of 1 serial
relatin - t the crypto;raphic work done by the Germans on. British
ITaval cyphers during* the Last war.

1 25 . Strcn. h of she Organisation since its Inception : Rough
fi. jure s vers avon as follows:

' X91B 20 to 30 people
1930 m 50 people

80 to 100 people
11 5 ISO to 200 people

126* The mo /tin.;; was adjourned, itefore the adjournment, professor
Rohrboch asked whether anything could be found aout about OPR.
oherscrsrd

, s'..e 'Pcrs.ZS' spooialist on Turkish, Polish and Slavonic
countries, who U d been last heard of in custody of Allied Military
Government sclicc. He was also anxious to have news of the state :.f
bealth of Dr . arunsky, who is now in ho spit al. The meeting was unableto promise anvshin; on either -f these points.
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Seventh Ilecting; held in the Oratory School m^^^M^M^^^
- o p.m. T

Resent: Professor Vincent (in the chair) , Cdr (S) Dudley Smith, R.N. ,

Major Seaman U.S.A., Lt. Fehl, U.S.;,., Dr. Forster, P.O. M.

Phipps W.R.N .S.

and later: Professor Rohrbach, Dr. Schroeter, Dr . Schultz, Herr krac .

:

" Herr Brandes, Dr. Benzing, Dr. Deubnor, Dr. Olbrccnt, Br.duller

127. On the advice of professor Rjhrbach it was decided to divide ap

tip the eight members of the party who had not yet been interviewed into

three groups, taking the three gentlemen from Dr. Kunze 1 s party first.

It was pointed out to him that the restricted accommodation available

did not enable the meeting to ask him to 'sit in' on the interviews,

as had been done on previous occasions, and that the presence of section

heads at the interviews of members of their sections, which he earnestly

requested, would be impossible for the same reason. :

.

128. Dr. Schultz, Dr. Schroeter and Herr Krug were called.

129. Dr. Schultz is a mathematician arid statistician by profession.

He worked before the war in the Statistisches Reichsamt and was trans-

ferred to Dr. Kunze 's part - in 1939 at the outbreak of hostilities. He
had worked on the Japanese machine until IJLfj when it ceased to be soluble.

It had been broken before he came to work on it.

130. Ho then worked on the American B7 (Cl) code and solved the recy-

pherment. There were 80 to 100~t"ab"ies , the first of which were difficult

to reconstruct , the later ones getting progressively easier. He built

up 80 tables hisself. When the tables changed, so that the sequence

was no longer eveve, he continued investigations, but work was discon-
tinued in favour of the American strip '02'.

131. He bud. assisted Dr, Kunze with investigations on the Enigma
machine, and the Swiss enigma, was successfully solved.

132. He stated that his interest in these matters was purely theoretical
and mathematical and that he had little idea of the intelligence value
of the material he investigated. It usually left Ms hands before it

was actually readable, as Dr. Kunze' s party was responsible primarily
for breaking recypherments*

133. TThen asked what he co.-sidered the greatest methodological achieve-
ment of Dr. Kunze' s party during his term of service, he said that the
{02^J^x:±s^^^rX^yf^ in his opinion the. greatest success. It was
solved by hand, as at tha.t time they hod. no machines. (

l 02 wurde cnt senilis sclt

ohne jcgliches Hilfsmittel 1

) . He sketched the method of solution as
follows

:

This te a copy
The original has
been retained under

tion 3(4) of the
!ic Records Aci

1958.
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135. 33a fcho autunm of 19/+4 he liad. be;-;un work on .a Polish system, a

k> letter book rocyphered with Mtfrafft substitution. This system had been

investigated before but work on it had boon discontinued for a while.

G<5ria .;s Jorschungsant had been interested in it but had not seriously

tadded -the rc-cypherment and had restricted itself to sorting the

material. This system was used by the polish Government in London for

ooj imunication with Borne, Washington, Cairo and Jerusalem. lie had
seen no traffic between London and the underground movement in Poland.

Dr, Kunae's party was still working on this sj/sten at the time of the

capture of Zschepplin. Some tables had been recovered and related,

but no book-brealcin; had been done. . +•

136. Dr. Schroetcr : Had joined the organisation comparatively later

(Spring 1941) nnd had no intention of 'staying on' 4 He was a lecturer
in mathematical lo

;:;ic.at the University of MUnster. He had joined Dr«
J.unso 1 s party .and worked independently on Jap onese recypherments.

•

137. He started v/ork on simple • transposition rec,ypherments jf co&esj

• • •

v/ho

Kerr Knag is a mathematician and a school-master by $cofea&±GXL.
had -joined the organisation in 19^0.

TWs te a copy
The originaJ ha*
been retained under
section 3(4) of the

;• Records Act
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old. rtrWirtSFThoy had no machines and all work was done by hand.

They no traffic prefixed BIDIV, OT3SR or Aifj&l*

143. Hollerith machinery : When Hollerith mach inery w as finally *

acquirecE Hcrr v:rug was put in charge of the subsection which operator

it." In reply to the suggestion [Comment: see comment on para. 23^ that

the acquisition of Hollerith machinery was in some way c onnected with

the failure to continue reading British systems, Kerr £rmg said that

there was no connexion. .His next-door neighbour in Berlin-Lichterfclde

was a Dr. Ecch who was manager of the Gorman Hollerith concern.

Friendly conversation with Dr . Koch had set Herr Ilrur; thinking about

the application ..f this kind of machinery to his own work. He had put

the project up to his superiors and in due course the equipment had
arrived. [Comment: at the First Liceting Professor Echcbach had suggestcu

(see para. 6) that the acquisition of the machines was due to the

personal, interest of Ribben.trop]. He said thac the 0IG7 possessed ho
machinery of this kind, but that Goring' s Forschuiigsamt did [Comment:
there may be some confusion here between the For schungsabtei 1ung of
the 0IG7 and Goring' s Forschungs amt ]

«

144% The machines they had were:

20 1 alphabetische Locher 1 (alphabet punchers)
10 'Sortiermaschinen 1 (sorting machines)
2 , Ka^tfen^ilischer ,

( collators)
2 ^K&rtendoppler 1 (reproducers)

1 !Rechenlocher ? (number punchers) [Comri^nt; he said
this wets for multiplying and differencing]

lr
1

Alpho.betis che Tabellierraaschinen r

(alphabetioal
tabulators)

2 ^abellieiraaschinen D IV (calculating tabulators)
1 'Spezialvergleichor 1 (multipurpose machine designed

by themselves)

145. They hod designed a number of accessories to these machines,
For the sorting machines, they had designed two devices: a 'Karten^ahler

»

[card counter] and a 'Nummernsucher' [number finder]. The alphabetical
tabulators had an attachment which prevented the machine frorv printing
unless there were two or more identical cards. This was useful for
finding repeats.

146. The 'D 11' machines were not Hollerith but ordinary statistic.-.'!
calculating mach.-.n-js made by a Gorman firm.. [ Comment :

' the" 'L 11" is -

Hollerith machine. The captured material contains several prospectuses
',«3crioing it J
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a ur-rr Krup W8#e dismissed

m> Dr. Schultze, Dr. Schrootor and herr K

and Herr Brandes, Dr. Benzing and Dr. Deaon

150. Herr Brandes is a bookbui^^*£S2?syatS^
in 1920.' Since 19$ his special fx^^%°tisfiea with his work

Prance, Belgium and Switzeriand. He was
achieVed with

on the whole but thought that more could have

more staff •

*t o /i« ftftiille system consisting

151. French: they had read recently a do £allc

of a fouTTIiurc book with subtr.ctor co^. -.-. j|^The
tsTUpW.UW Lo'ltL und of the message j-

—— -

)
ince

^•sThat book which had been rons, ( ^tnisCUUU ive.S a ritiu u^wxv , , Penile 1
. DUX TiiiJ.»

1937. It contained a group fur ff^^^ a number of

,vas a later alteration. C«n significations ^ h&d up
alternative groups; »du«, 'del ,

dca
,

svstcm was of a

to 10 to 20 groups. The traffic passed on this sys
stockholm,

fairly high order. It was used with ffashi^ton, ^ona

Moscow, Madrid, Chungking, Buenos Aires and Montevideo.

152. He spoke of another French m^^SSSJf Yn^lO^
book with letter bigram substitution with lumtatio^. ™

1^r08 .

letters were involved, so it was easy to convert them ftgur

The recyphermont was done by tables of 100 ^^jf^^
quarterly. The same table would be used on different WW!*^
successive months of the quarter. The bigrams^S^^S™^
Only the Navy used horizontal and vertical substitution together.

153. He mentioned an unrecyphered book which was not broken. It

ran concurrently with the system described above and had the same

external characteristics.

154* There were several French systems v/hich they did not read.

155 • Belgian ; They knew four different Belgian systems.

156. The first was a four letter book, used in two forms:
1) a straight alphabetical vocabulary, in which e.g. f full stop 1 =
UYAK, or 2) in which the groups were transposed within themselves
and UYAK was expressed as KUYA. The latter form was the commoner.
This book was used with daily changing bigram tables. At first
these tables were systematically construct but grew progressively
less su until they were finally not systematic at all.

157* The second was a three letter unrecyphered book on which
they did not work.

158. The third was a book known to them as KAMI (the code group
for 'full stop"). If the groups v/ere rearranged in the form MIKA
the book was partly alphabetical. It was recyphered in the same
way as the first (KIJYA/uYAK) system.

159. The fourth was a four figure code used for traffic with the
colonies. The recyphermont consisted of transposition of one half
of the book group end substitution of the other half. Thi 3 code
could be used as a five figure book, in which case the significationsm the second column had to be taken. All the traffic on" this bookwas read.

160. Swiss; Everything was read except the machine, and that wasreadable for a time.

161. There was a 3 letter code with recypherment by substitution in'columns, separate tables being applied to a single letter and thetwo subsequent letters. The recypherment changed after the Uth,
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h red with the -oreviou* tables,

13l.fi and 26th jroups; a fcftt&Nr* «WJ the following groups,

indicated hich tables ware to be used ior

« +r.nin''-ual book with
162. He mentioned the 'IE 3' code, a

howcd ,vhich •

German, French and English ***** ^^hored*
edition was being used. This book was unrocyphur

K, r +n r . tate the exact dates when the

163. Dr. Brandes was unable to .tate tn
letely for

Swiss Eniam was read but said that *^ Statement
a considerable time. [Cogent: the phi as

rcad,ble].

implied ti at there was also a time wo®** *

oriental *y
of the H^r /astern

worked as a bookbuilJer on the systems 01 i ... d

countries. His section waa ^^-^^fje also responsible
Persian, so that although in theory they ^ro ai P

for the Arabic speaking countries, no work was m
them.

ite til the Turkish diplomatic traffic was read. A few

short messages slmeTIm^s /roved difficult. The Turks used a

1+0 figure subtract or.

rM m the Persian systems were read. They used a three

1 Uer book wUh^^ion tables, which often changed The

Persians however always indicated in clear which table was m use.

167. Dr.Deubner : a classical archeologist by profession [Comment:

of considerable repute]. Had done excavations in Greece and hed

a post at the Pergamon Museum in Berlin. Worked on Italian and

Greek systems. •
-

163. Ii-alian: asked about Italian systems after the collapse

he mentioned a double transposition used by the Badoglio

government ;fhicTrwatT3evt?~ solved, and a readable unrecyphered

j^eTT^S^^ mainly for communications with

Berne, and a system known to them as the ' Salsburg-Verfahren» with

a 10,000 group ('Element') subtractor. This system was very

difficult and was worked oa by Dr. Paschke personally. It wj

seldom broken.

169. Greek : there were three systems, all of which were read:

1) a clear 5 letter book, the fifth letter of
1-vhich was dummy; this carried most of the traffic.
2) a clear 4 letter book, used mainly for traffic
with Berne.

3) a four figure book used with bigram substitution
of 30 tables of 100 bigrams each. It was used
between London and Moscow, Washington, Cairo and
Ankara. Traffic from London amounted to about 1
a day. The bigram tables changed according to
the date.

170. They had not received any captured Greek code or cypher
documents,

171. They had read no partisan traffic.

172.
^

He stated that there was close liaison with the O.K. '7. inhis Held to eliminate duplication of work.

173.
^

It took up to 8 days to receive traffic from intercept-am 1 rem 1 to 4 more days b« fore translations were issued.

,/as
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m-i Hcrr Brandos, Dr. Benzing and Dr. Deubner wore dismissed

and Dr. Olbricht and Her* Muller wcro called.

175. Dr. Olbricht is a bookbrcaker. He took a doctorate m
Chinese in 1938 arcTJoined the organisation in 1939, where he

worked mainly ?n Japanese and Lanchurian systems.

176. jb 37. Another Japanese two letter book with a recypher-

ment consisting of stencil transposition with mills, which J»S
read for about twe years. There was also a variant with substitu-

tion recypherment using a table of about 30 alphabets.

177. He confirmed Dr. Schroetcr's statements on Japanese

systems.

178. Hanchurian systems ; he mentioned transposition rocypher-

ments of c basic Japanese three letter book. There v/ere }66 very

small cages, one for each day. If the message was too long to

fit one of these cages, it was continued on the cage for the next

day and so on. This system was no longer current. Dr. Schroeter

had been working on a current Manchurian system, the method of

rccypht-rmont of which was thought to be the same as before.

179. They had had a captured K?nchurian code book,

180. They did not handle Chiroac military attache traffic,

A Chinese system called UTI had been solved in 19^1-42.

181. Dr. Hull ir is a private teacher of languages who joined
the organisation in 1940. He worked on Scandinavian and American
systems.

182. His v/ork on Scandinavian lasted for three months in 194-0

when all Scandinavian v/ork was transferred to the 0Kf7. During
that time he had worked on a Swedish unrecyphored five figure hat

book. Practically r.u v/ork was d ne on Drnish or Norwegian. He
had some unofficial liaison with people at Goring ! s Iforschungsamt
who were working 6fi Scandinavian!

183, After he gave up Scandinavian he worked on U.S. systems
and corroborated in general the statements of Herr Zastrow on
these (see para. 80 ff.) He added that the 'Brown Code' was
used for traffic with Berne, Ankara, Kuibyshev, Beyrouth and
South American posts such as Rio de Janeiro. He knew of no
American system B9 cr B10.

184. The meeting was adjourned.

185.

186.

Interrogators' Personal Impressions off

Principal Ker . .V-rs of 'Pers.ZS 1

Professor Rohrbach:

Dr. Paschke:

Heavy diplomatic manner. Force-
ful character. A schemer. Hoped
to sell 'Pers.ZS' as a going con-
cern to the Western ^llio.-u.

Hcs nx>re dignity than the others.
Easy di\. I -;v..

; ic rcanafcp . Jfes care«
ful to siy no more than circum-
stc nces demanded. Put up a good
;how. Nervous type.
SpecV 3 so::.e English*
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187. Obcrregierungsrat
Schauffler:

188. Dr. Kunse:

Said as little as possible and

moreover has difficulty in

expressing himself. Appears to be

asleep most of the time; this is

deceptive. Unworldly academic type.

Greatly respected by his colleagues

Understands English.

Professional competence apart,

rather nondescript. Anxious to

please, but often gave evasive

answers.

189. The three section heads we., c obviously prepared for

thorough cross-examination, and were somewhat nonplussed by

the informal way in which the interrogation developed. Such in-

formation as was withheld by the seniors, or rather was not

volunteered by then, was, however, easily obtained from subordinates.

190. Dr. Karstien:

191. Dr. Schroeter:

Cold, dandified and conceited; a

'man of the world'. Had a low

opinion of the interrogators, which

was reciprocated. Likely to be

more affected by intellectual than

by. moral scruples.
Understands English.

Pleasant academic type, good

character.

192. Dr. Schulz:

193. Herr Krug:

194. Prl. Friedricbs:

Unworldly academic type;
frightened of us.

Some English.

rathe r

An enthusiast for his job, partic-
ularly for his machines, and eager
to talk about them.

Some English.

jable woman of strong character, who
would come t. 3 the top in any organ*
isat ion. Probably not too scrupu-
lous. A good ally in any dubious
undertaking.
English fluent and idiom; it ic.

193. Cover frames used durin>r the interrogation:

Tiltman
Vincent
Cook
Seaman
Fchl
Dudley Smith
Por ster

= Dillon
= Wilson

ur
Macphail
Anderson
Macgregor



A: Orconization of 'Pers.ZS' as at end of 1943.

L: Organization of 'Pors.SS 1 as in April 1945.

These are copies of documents compiled at the request of

Lt.Col. Evans by ORrI Schauffler and Dr. Paschke.

twmmzos or 'i^s^zs' s is ehd of 1943

lusi&rtipes Amt" Eurgscheiduncen, den 27.^pril 1945
j-i. 0

.•..btcilung 'Pers.fjS 1

d.i.r Entzifferunrsdienst fUr fromdc diplomat i3che Telegramme

mit dor Pezeichnunr; '^onderdionst" , venvaltuncsmassic der

Personalabteilunr Pes ..uswartigen Amtes an^eglioclort.

Leiter: Gosandtcr I.K1. S e 1 c h o vv

Ab Ende 1943 durch Verla&erung von svvei Abteilungen in

x.usweichquartiere Aufteilunr des G-esamtsonderdienstcs in drei

Abteilun^en, cUe durch tar>;lichen Kurierdienst miteinander verbunden

v/aren. Daucr dieses Zustnndes bis Januar 1945*+)

Hiernach -war die Vcrtoiluri£ der SeGch&fte v;ie f olgt:

I • Staifinabteiluiig Berlin - Dchlon

Loiter: Obcrre^icrmi^sr&tc S a h a u f f 1 e r
und P a 3 c h k g

a) Schauffler:

1. Jap .an

2. 3v3tematik und Grundda^enforschung
3. Venvertunp ilar Erfahrun^en an frci.tdcn Chiffricr-

verfahren fllr die eigencn Verf ahren des Roichs

b) Paschke:

1. Verwaltung
2. Dcarbeitun;-; and Edition von diplomat is chen Tele^rammen

folgender LHndor:

a* Japan, China ORR Schauffler
b. Tttrkci QRR Scherschmidt
c. Iran, Afghanistan RR Dr. Zenzinr
d. It alien, G-rischenland QRR Paschke
e. Prankreich, Belgian, Schwciz RR 3randes
f. Rumanien RR Dr. Kasper
C- Jugoslav?ion Dr. Yjcur:rc±
h. Castro-.:
i. Bucland, Irland, Gpanion,

Portugal, Latein-Amerika Frl. Hagon
3. Information und Nrxsljrichtenk.nrtei Prof. Dr.. Horn.
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II. Auswoichstollo H i r 3 c h b o Rioson , bir/30)

Loiter: Rociorun.-;srat Dr.- K B r s t i c n

a) ICrypto^raphisone Auf;;abcn:

1.

3.

Entwicklunr; nouor Codes [Cor.u.ient: i. e. oryptanalytic

book-bullding
;:cnrbeitun;;, Uborsotsun*; unci Edition von Tolc^rnrnraen

woniger oili.;;or drt

Laufendc Ll'sun
:
schvvioriger tjbcrschlusselun.-jen

b) L'indcr rebi cte

:

c.

:.u.l -arion, aticn, polen
Japan, China
Frankroich, jDel#Len, Schweiz

HR Dr. Karstien
Dr. Olbricht
Prl. Sohrodora

III. .
.ujweichstclle H o r m B d 0 E f (aIos^:! /.'li' v)

Leitor: Oberre^ierunrarat Dr. K u n z e

Benrbeitung schv/ieri.^er la-yptorpro-i-hischer problonc:
Diagnose und L'-sunj neuauftretender Ckiffrierverfahrcn,
insbesonders soldier, die einen rrosseren PersonaL-
und ^eitaufwand oder auoh die Verwondun;; tochnischor
G-er'dte erfordern.

Ein charakteristisches Deispiel fUr die .^usa^.ienarboit dor
obon£;ennnnten drei Dienststellen stellt das Arbeit srobeit Japan dnr;
Tnhrend .-i. D. in cinom bestirouten japanischen Vc-rfahrcn dio
Erst to sun*; dor UberschlLlsseluii ; in Herrasdorf ronacht wurde (Dr.
Schroter), orfolgbe -die laufendc Lb'sunr; dor wcitorn SohlUssel in
Hirschborr; (Dr. OlbrichtTund v/urde schlicsslich dor zugchorigo
Code in Donlcm entwickelt, \to auch ode (Tbersotzuoft und Hprausgabo
dor ':otreffonden Telcrr;uAmo vor^enommcn wurdc (ORR Schaufflor).

g. v^GV^nZ.^IQIT OF TERS.qS 1 A3 IN .u-?JL 1%5

'"dors, r^ 1 (Sonderdienst dos 7!oforats j in dor IX-r3onalnbtoilupK
des Ausv/Vxti^cn Amts)

*~

.utcaoe: Exit riffor un^j chij drierter diplomatischcr Toloyramro fr
Ro.^erun-on.

Loiter: G-esan&tor I XI. Selchow

Giioderuni;, : (Stand von r.pril 1945)

I. Systohirtik, Grundl—enforschunc, '.7issenschaftlichus ^rchivv^'ichtv.'eson
9

Referent: OTiH Schauffler

ei;icor
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II. Sprachlich-krjnptoloGischc A^tcilunfl Lei tor: OM Paschke

A.

B.

Lender-Referate :

ti Fronkreich, Del^ion, Sclnveiz, Holland
Referent: HH Brnnc.es

Vertreter: vTHA Prl. Schroder

2. Dritisches Baporium Irland, Sponien, Portugal, Mittel-

und Sud-runeriknnischc Staaten, Thailand
Referent: TO. Prl. Hagen
Vertreter: Ml Prl. Wernick

3. Italien, Vatikon, Griechenland, UcSSR
Referent: ORR Paschke
Vertreter: MA Dr.Deubner

4. Rumanien Referent: RR Dr. Kasper
Vertreter: Y/HA Menning

5. Slawische Staaten (ausscr TJcTSSR) , Lettl and, Litauen
Referent: £R Dr.Karstien
Vertreter: wHA Prl.Priedrichs

6. US, Skandinavische Staaten Referent: 1EA Dr.Mueller,
Hans-Kurt

Vertreter: "VMA Zastrow

7. Ttirkei Referent: ORR Scherschmklt
Vertreter: \VHA Burghord

8. Iran, Afghanistan, Arabischo Staaten
Referent: RR Dr. Bensin^
Vertreter: Prl. Dr.Schiimnel

9. Japan, China, Hanschukuo Referent: ORR Schauffler
Vertreter: Dr. Olbricht

I3uro, Information (;,askunftstelle flir die Landerroferate)
und Archiv Cer herausregebencn Tele

:
vrarame

Referent: Prof. Dr. Horn

III. Llathematiech-kryptolo^ische Abtcilune Loiter: ORA Dr. Kunze

Den 30. April 1945
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M REPORT PBCM ffiffi'IflffiSR
LT. GOT,. gggg -222, Ml-

(team 3)

IMBRODUOTIOIT

This report is divided into the following sections:

1) General History; 2) Administrative History; 3) Exploitation of Subsidiary

Targets; 4) Interrogation Report; 5) Documents Report; 6) Report on Hollerith

Equipment; 7) Report on Security Measures; 8) Summary and Statement of

Unfinished Business.

1) General History.

BURGSCHZl,

was passed by the American line of advance about 13 April. The village is a

small one, and there was no fighting in it. Except for possible scattered

parties moving through the village, the first American Army man to visit the

village and the Burg itself v/as 2d Lt. Alfred G. FEOTT, Military Government, Kreis

Querfurt, Provincial Detachment No. 14, First U.S. .army. Lt. FEW visited the

Burg about 18 April and interviewed the owner, Graf von dcr SGHULEIIBERG, using

Praulein FRIEDRICHS of the Foreign Office group as interpreter. Lt. FEW learned

on this visit that there v/as a section of the Foreign Office at the Burg, but

Fraulein FRIEDRICHS was evasive about it, and tho point was not pressed. Lt. FEW
had no forces at that time to occupy or guard. He however, was sufficiently

impressed to return for further information about three days later, and on this

second visit Fraulein FRIEDRICHS and ROHRBACH requested a private talk with him.

in this talk they informed him that they were the cryptographic section of the

Foreign offloo and that they were prepared to discuss their work with appropriate

persons. Lt. FENN handled them gently at first and extracted the whole outline

of their work from (hem. & the end he warned them that now that the existence

of the unit and its files was known, any destruction of files would be punished by
do ath# §
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iors 0-5 V Corps,
Lt. FENN put his finding, into a *** "k*°" 1

'
'

and his report vms passed to Col. CKAW, Si^al Office, V Cor,,:;. Col. CKAV33

visited the Burg hi^olf and covered about the sa™ ground with Fraulein ffKEBQBXCBS

and ROHEBACH. On 24 ApriX he oo»aunicatod by telephone with Director, 80, ^OUSA

and at about the same t&M a guard of the 102nd Cavalry Regiment was posted at the

Burg vith the prinoipal aiu not of restricting the persons within but of preventing.

the target from bein,: disturbed by friend!,- forces or liberated slave workers.

On receipt of this telephone call Director, SID, 2T0USA, while notifying

war station immediately named a team of personnel then available at Paris, headed

NEFF

Corps, British Amy. (Full lists of personnel in Appendix A. ;
mxs vuam.v**

on 25 April and wont by ear via Verdun, 7/iesbaden, 'ffcimar, and Naoroburg (successive

HQ 1 3) to the target, arriving on the morning of 27 April,

The team found the target apparently intact, and the personnel all

present. (Full lisis of German personnel in Appendix B.) Lt. Gol. Evans -.romptly

began interrogation of key personnel, while other members of the team began the

examination of documents end conducted interrogation of minor personnel. At the

seono time arrangements v/cro completed for cjuarterin;; the beam in the aujg&e spaco

available at the Burg.

Prom the first the meiabers of the team tended to undortrJce specialties

and to assume responsibilities in particular fields. Lt. Col. handled signals

and :.iajor i.iatters of policy, which involved a daily 35~Kiilc run to First ^ j H-jad-

quarters at 7/eiuar. Lt. Col. _//ans handled interro;. tions and marshalled the Tacts

arising therefrom for appropriate action. I.ajor BUKDf was prii . M'ily concerned with

records of the party, with documents in conjunction with 3gt. L0RA2 "., and with

security oeasttres* Capt. KacITJTY3L v/as responsible for vehicles and ratioris, and

both he and Capt. ^DAfcS had a large share in field trips to additional target©. 3gt.

ARX specialised in dealing with the Germans of the burg and the village, una also

participated in field trips aad in r.satters culling for his excellent pajmA of the

language, the last being true of 3gt. LORAL! as well. And last but not least Cpl.

U'Jiau; iEL, •.•hose knowledge of Allied system did not apply to the target, nf#| him-

self invaluable as the indefatigable cook for the team.
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On 23 April U. Col. Mi M Co*. JUtf, V dint of ***** detective

'work and a brisk
tually

thoy

P0V7 cage. The original arrest of these men had taken piaco at Zschepplm aoout

CLEAVES

their importance in his conversations at the Burg. The uen were- brought directly

EVANS

EVANS

Burg party, with particular reference to additional targets of OKSf Stft^ the Military

services. Further work on the documents was done, and in the evening OSLU was

drafted, reporting progress and emphasising the desirability of air evacuation.

The following day, 29 April, was spent in work on the documents, a

visit to Halle/Nietleben, and efforts to arrange transportation for the material and

personnel to be evacuated. This first visit to Halle/Nietlebop,was fruitless, but

the transportation efforts began to bear immediate fruit in the shape of a command

car, and with the supplements that arrived in later days from various U.S. Radio

hamp 1

this.

Except for documents and a full interrogation of PASCHKE and KUNZE,

30 April was also spent largely in contacts and admin. The contacts, with VII Corps,

were essential as this Corps controlled the area of Zschepplin and very shortly after

this assumed from V Corps the control of the Burg area itself.

On Tuesday, 1 Hay, while Lt. Col. NEFF wrestled with the problems of

air evacuation as by then planned for Thursday, Lt. Col. LWJTS and Capt. .DAIS made

the first trip to Zschepplin. They spent the entire day there and gathered all the

facts of the situation. BRIDES, GRUNSIvT, and ZA3TR0.V were t.Jzen into custody

guard arranged by the co-operc tion of the 104th Infantry Division.

and



fuehlhausen

him

It was quickly realized that he was act quite in the same boat with the others, art

he was segregated from the first. Otherwise the day was notable for the arrival

of Lt. STRIBLING with the heavy transportation which handled the team-s main requir

ments from that point on.

The next two days were heartbreaking for all members of the team.

Arrangements for air evaouation had been completed, Major CADDICK had duly arrived

on Wednesday night to act as chief courier, and the material and documents were

duly brought to points at and near the field at the proper time. The only hitch was

that, because of real or fancied misgivings about the weather, the planes did not

leave r^d, on either day, and those -responsible for them took no 0teP» to notify

the team of their rtt^dep/trture.- In order that they should not know that they were

and

unlik<

by Capt. MacIWTYRE, who on successive days bore the burden of escort while the rest

of the team waited helpless and frustrated at the airfield. It was therefore with

some relief that Saturday morning brought word that the flight was postponed until

Monday because of continuing bad weather.

The interval was used for successive visits to Zschcpplin on Saturday

and Sunday, the 5th and 6th. On the first day admin matters were cleared for the

arrest by Counter Intelligence authorities of all the remaining operational person™

plus the wives of some of those already held. The return trip accordingly found a

bag of some forty civilians being held, and seven of these were brought to the Burg

on the night of the 6th to be evacuated by air. Some documents and material were

also brought, though the bulk had been destroyed. The two days had been used mean-
che ck

while to make a security /of the whole of the Burg, and to winnow from the re-

maining non- operational documentary material any items of incidental intelligence.

Plans were also made for security measures against the Russians, and in particular

Marburg in the eventual

civilians
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The air evacuation finally cane off on Monday, the 7th, at 1500,

In faet the delay, while extremely trying and potentially dangerous

, n -i-nnortapt personnel
co-operation of the Germans, had the good effect of allowing aix i.

to be sent at once rather than by a later trip. In any case the oft-ruhe^ed

Via nd of
routing did not fail, and the departure of the planes carried with it tie en

the major intelligence-gathering work of the team.

There remained the Hollerith machinery at Zschepplin, and possible

material at Halle/Nietlcben, Vuehlhausen, and Arnstadt to investigate, and a major

logistical problem to solve in the transportation of more than 50 persons and

over 200 file cases out of sight of the Russians.

The Hollerith was disposed of on VE day, 8 May, Major Ada::s, who

had arrived from Paris the preceding day, examined it thoroughly and extracted key

parts. The reminder was left in the trailer and the whole towed to a vacant field

and demolished beyond recognition by the efforts of the pioneer infantry of the

10Zfth Division.. As if - these fireworks wore not enough in celebration, the entire

party ended that evening by drinking the local wine from the Graf's tablecloths in

the Festsaal of the Burg, with appropriate toasts and additional fireworks with

materials available.

On Wednesday the 9th the first convoy of Delitzsch civilians was des-

patched to Marburg, and Lt. Col. EVANS and Major BUNDY investigated the Halle/

Nietleben target with largely negative results. Thursday, while the convoy was

returning to reload, Lt. Col. EWJ© and Capt. ADAJ.."S investigated ] uehlhausen,

x*nd on

Friday the Burg civilians were taken to Karburg, the guard was relieved, and the

exploitation completed except for checking and reporting to various headquarters

as the team returned to Paris. K:.jor BUNDY, with a last truckload of material,

arrived there on 13 Hay, v/hile the remainder of tho team arrived- on the evening

of the 14th.
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were

:

3) Subsidiary gargets,

a) MUEHLHAUSEN

This target was visited by Lt . Col. EVANS and Oapt .
ADAMS

on Thursday, May 10. The first action taken was that of depositing

Dr. ROY (see interrogation report) at his house, having first ob-

tained from him a complete list of all Pers Z Gen and Pers Z S people

who had come to MUEHLHAUSEN from Zscheppelin(Doo K) . At the same

time I told him to get hold of Dr.GERLACH, who seemed to be the most

important of those left . He proved however to have played only a

quite minor part in the organisation and I let him go

.

The four locations given us for Pers Z Gen and S material

Amtsgcrichtsgebaudo

Deutschritterochule

Fritz Sauckelschule

Railway sidings (trucks).

The first of these was the only one which yielded any fruit,
and very little at that. There were four green safes of the regular
vers 7 typo - empty, (Tnstruotie?is loft with f~in-0 +0 ^S7?oso of
these). Also a certain amount of stationery and a few addressed
envelopes . . But nothing else

.

The Deutsohi-ittersohulo, given as a looation by Dr.GERLACH,
was found to have boon used by other sections of the AUSWAERTIGES
AMT evacuated to M. And a mission from G.2 Shaef, under Lt.Col.
SPENCER (Brit) and Major WEISSERBERGE (US) had put all rooms 'under
look and key. Wo managed however to find the appropriate kcyo and
obtained access. The doeumcnts, which were very numerous, wore all
of the Ausw. Ant but none of Pers Z or Z.S. Wo therefore locked up
again and went to the Sauckelschule . Here there were two rooms with
Shaef notices on and for one of these the key could not be found
However the other was material of no Sig. mt . importance, and Ithink it unlikely therefore that Pers Z. S. material will be foundIf it is, the office channels should bring it to us in duo course
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Finally the railway y*rds were filled with some 5 or 40* wagged

***** m^ns to ao through these
beyond

•which
hour on three tr in

Xo,as m* founa chiefly «««« -a G.I. clothes As »U statements have

agreea that in ,»y o»8. only personal effect, in theee «^M*. I

this chase can safely be abandoned.

b). Halle/Nietleben. Heeres- and Luf tnaohrichtensohule.

"T>ru '/Til Soobiona ^" n«m>i^ i«*-o Hullr V-.l/Tfl.

e). A party of Pers S. S ?
who subsequently moved on *>o Z^^^Un.

b). A party from OKW/OHT f om Berlin. These numbered some 2C

and the senior man was Obltn AEGL R. They worked in Baraoke 10 H

and Stabsgebaeude 80.

These m buildings were found to be opposite each other and occupied

respectively by a supply company and a group of American ex Prisoners of ^ar.

Prior to this occupation the buildings had already housed elements of the

infantry who first freed the area. The chanoes of finding anything were there-

fore extromely slender, and though It was impossible to go through Stabsge-

baeude 30 room by room, it can be taken that nothing of interest remains there.

All that was discovered ^ras a pile of'Secret" stationery belonging to OKW CKE

(samples herewith). This was in a cupboard in bhe basement and wr s removed in

toto. A list of the names of the people known to have been : here was left

with C-inO. 7th Oorps and they have undertaken to pick these people up for us.
*

• . • . * • . ... . • • . •

It is worth mentioning that the Heeres u. Luf tnaohrich*tens ohule is a vast

which

of every sort. We brought e^ray a few papers from one room to indicate the kind

ppropriate
• A •

aware of this target, action should be taken fairly soon, as hundreds of ex P of

W drift around all the time and take what they like.



o) . Bad Berka. ARNSTiJJT...

Information had been given that there might be trucks of Pers Z.

berial in the Railway yards at these two places. An exhaustive search

carried out by Capt, MacINTYRE and nothing found,
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interrogation throughout mm commoted in Gor. an ond haC as its solo

object the olicitin,; of infarction about the xoction and scope of further

lals

Out of it arose:

a) A fair nor.iber of new targets of varying size,

b) A large list of names.

o) A general picture of the organization both of "Pers Z.S" -nd of

other kindred organizations.

This report falls into two parts. (1) An account of the form the

interrogations took and the occasions on which they were carried out. (2) The

information derived undor the three headings listed above.

I.

April 27

On arrival at HQ V Corps, U.S. Amy we contacted Col. Cleave*, Signal

Officer of the Corps, upon whose initiative the target had been held and "frozen"

pending our arrival. We proceeded at once to Burg 3. and wore net at the head of

the stairs by the senior members of the German party. Col. Cleaves introduced

us in English using as iir.ediaiy fluent English speaker,

The senior members were:

03R SCKADFHjER - He a

Prof. Dr. ROHHBAGH

Br. Kjmsssom

FrX, PRIEDHICH3



,«+ -1 n the castle end expressed

They handed us ft list of those present xn the

•„,f-i^n tfe sat down at

their desire to give an account -of their work and organisation. .

i t*. VHADR^JSR, or .
,'ted by the others,

once therefore round a long table, and Dr. ®mimi#>a* e

outline* the option 0*W I. 3" that is, tho Cpher-hr^in, section «

the Foreign Office.

Ito facts given at this WSeipn "ore later drawn up on paper ana

presented to me by Dr. 3CHAUFFLER (Doc A).

in the course of the rest of the ofternoon I interviewed th, leading

of the party separately. Besides those listed above these included:

Dr. OLBRICHT

Dr. I.5DELL3

Hr. GR0331

HIISER

HAVE

SCHROicDSR

?rl. 3CHRriDSR

All

but seemed remarkably ignorant of the work of associated sections - OKH, OKL,

OKK, etc. I formed the opinion that they had had a conference prior to our

Hf arrival and had decided that they would tell all they knew on their own field but

would hold back on anything to do with "/ehrmacht.

,>ril 23

Acting on the assumption that the Gorman party .rare holding back on their

knowledge of }-J.ndrcd organizations I called i-'rl. PRI2DRICK3 and explained to her

that their account of their own organization was excellent, but that I was Estonia

at the lack of liaison between fchea and their colleagues In associated departments,

and would like a fuller cccount of this. I toll her to put this point to their

senior members and cone back to see in a few moments. She returned very shortly

after with Dr. «)H?3..^: and th* gist of what they said was this:
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The lack of liaison was indeed remarkable and to them had always been

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
j T

a nattnr of regret and vexation. But the fact was they they kept strn.c ^

themselves, as did also each kindred department, partly for security reasons,

bhen assured me that they
ROHRBACH

were perfectly willing to try and get together a concerted picture together of. the

sum total of their knowledge in the respect demanded, and asked me if I would agree

to having a round table talk after lunch, instead of questioning them individually.

I agreed to do this.

At this conference, which lasted most of the afternoon, were present:

TjER. ROHRBACH. KARSTIEN, PRIEDRICHS, GROSSE, HIERER

The four latter were brought in as having worked into OKW/CHI. From this confe

ence a great deal of extra information was forthcoming about OIOv/CHI, and a

certain amount on other CHI organizations. (See Part II of this report).

lily view at the time as to the attitude of the German party was that

originally there was an intention to stick to Foreign Office matters, but that this

was abandoned as soon as they saw that they were going to be pressed to go beyond

the point.

,

In the evening about 7 o'clock Col. Neff arrived with Drs. PASCHKE

and KUNZE whom he had managed to trace after a good many vicissitudes and

adventures. I at once interviewed these two and found them quite ready to help,

though extremely tired ofter a day of travel. I left them for later interview

but asked them to let me have by the morning a list of a]|L personnel serving or

having served under them with locations as far as possible. This was handed to

me the next day (Doc C).
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April 30

The morning was taken up with an interview of Dr. PASCHKE and KONZE.

They were completely co-operative and added a great many personalities to the list

of those already secured, at the same time clarifying the organization of the whole.

There is no doubt in my mind that PASCHKE is the most effective member of the whole

party, while SCHAUFFLER, who is on the same level of seniority, is more the "absent-

minded professor". This view was confirmed later in the afternoon of this day when

Dr. ROHRBACH (who has throughout been the "wortftiehrcr") came to ask if ho could

borrow back the original table of organization drawn up by SCHAUPFLER (Doc A) in

order to emend and amplify it under Dr. PASCHKE f s guidance. This they did and the

result is Doc B. The difference between the two is to be understood as the

difference between the full peace-time set-up of the office (B) and the emergency

set-up resulting from the vicissitudes of war (a).

On the evening of the 4th May I was approached by one of the subordinate

office workers, Prau SCHADE7/ALDT , who claimed that Dr. PASCHKE was exerting his

influence against co-operation with us; she alleged also that he had reproached

Dr. ROHRBACH with his failure to destroy their documents and finally that he had

been in with the Party and possibly a member. Acting on the assumption that this

information was substantially true we put PASCHKE under separate detention, in

which he remained until his time to set out for the airfield. On the evening of

Saturday, May 5th, I had an hour's talk with him, in which, without mentioning

Prau SCHADEWALDT or any specific source, I suggested that his attitude was less

co-operative tr^that of the others and left something to be desired. He denied

firmly that he had in fact brought any pressure to hear on the others in the direc-

tion suggested, and gave the following account of his position-

he had the choice, when captured, of too courses - either to maintain complete

silence or to accept the inevitable consequences of Germany's defect and to adopt
the attitude which is accepted in such circumstances as honourable and which is
characterised as »Loyalitat». This word corresponds in meaning to "loyalty" only
in so far as it implies the faithful carrying out of conditions imposed by force
-oeure, and it indicates the same kind of attitude as that of the prisoner of war
who gives -Parole., M oovers , wider^ rf ^.^
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He added that the only respect in which he could consider my sug; 'tion *°

justification was in his feeling, as a former officer, that they would be anting

in self respect if they came rushing "mit fliegenden Fahnen und offenen Arn.cn" i
.

_

our camp. He did feel, he admitted, that B certain reserve of personal behaviour

was appropriate so long as the war was still being fought, and he mentioned that

in this respect he had suggested to the others that, as non-fratcrnisntion was the

order on the Allied side, then it should be the same on their side too. Summing

up I would say that PASCHKE will co-operate fully in so far as knowledge which is

available is concerned, but that he should be questioned exhaustively

which he as the senior man will have and the others not.

on matters

man was

The work concluded with the interrogation of Dr. ROY (May 9). This

head of the Personnel Department of Pers Z office and as such was concerned

with administrative problems for the whole office, not merely pers Z.S. He claimed

that his connections with Pers Z.S. were slight and that he had no special knowledge

of their work. On the other hand it is of course clear that he knows what their

Muehlhaus

him on the evening of his arrival

not specifically a Pers Z.S. man.

himWe decided then therefore (acting on the lines indicated in OLSU/ )
to droj

back in the pond at the earliest possible opportunity, pressure of the work made

May .rning of the 7th I took the

opportunity of a full talk with him.

He was a good deal firmer in his attitude than the rest have been here,

but ultimately gave a quite useful picture of the organisation of Pers Z. showing

the position of Pers Z.S. in the whole, (see below). He al30 provided a complete

list of all those members either of Pers Z. Gen (hi3 section) or of Per3 Z.3. who

found th*ir way from Zf?ch«pplin to IftvelhausetU (Doc K). In the course of a one

day visit to Lluhlhausen I sought out one of these (Dr. ££KLACH) and had a brief

EUNZE

him

:hlhau3

adder; (3ee separate

report on l&iehlhousen visit).



Information from interrogation of Dr. ROY, W /.

*

Abtlg Pors z « fomerly Abtlg I (Kins) of the »*"•« i' 0 '

Admin

giving cipher work the general cover of a Hpcx-sonoU" D f<pt
.

It is divided thus:

gesandte

S2LCH07/

ill
~ „ „ -D^yci 7 r'HT. Pers Z.GEN.

Pors Z.S. P^rs Z.F. .
Per3 Z. u±s;' *

pnY
ORR PASCHKE ORR HOFFMAN ORR HAUTHAL R0X

SCHAUFFLER

(2) Concerned with all questions of communications-telephone, T.P. etc.

(3) Concerned with production of Foreign Office ov/n cyphers.

(4) Concerned wjth personnel and Admin problems for the whole.

General Observations:

The question that naturally suggests itself is: Why did these prisoners

all talk so freely? The answer is partly to be found in the course of events

History

of Events). And might be summed up as follows:

(1) Desire to be considered as scientists, having a pride in their work,

and prepared to share results with other scientists in the same field, as is done

in medicine, etc. This viewpoint war; strongly put by ROHRBACH.

(2) "Germany i3 no more. One cannot harm what does not exist". These

were SCHAUIiT°LER ' s opening v/ords at our first session. They indicate the lines on

which the members have cleared their consciences in regard to breaking the oath of

secrecy,

(3) Fear of the Russians.

(4) Desire to improve their present position, got in well with us, retrieve

sonu-thing out of the disaster.



W approach to the prisoners has been friendly throughout - with a

short break when insisting on more information about OKW - and I think more can

gained by maintaining this attitude than by adopting a formal or threatening one.

«

IHERS'

channels, be kept separate from the others until all are together where microphone

this,
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II

A) NS7<" TARGETS (including Tioom Targets already-

known)

1 ) Pers Z.S. (AuswSrtiges Ar.it)

These have all been cleared up now with such exceptions as are noted

in the Reports.

2) 0 K W

This Sigint organisation, originally situated in the Haus am Runden

Platz, Potsdamerstrasse (no mention of Wilmersdorf) had up to hOO people,

and was largely concerned with diplomatic material. In spite of this, liaison

with Pers Z.S. seems to have been very slight. The bulk of the information

supplied is available owing to the fact that a) Paschke is a senior enough

official to know something of other organisations b) there were 4 members

of OKW on attachment to Pers Z.S. at the time of capture. Besides the

main offices there was an office in the Margarethenstrasse near the

Potsdamerstrasse, and a house out at GRUENEV/ALD.

Targets from this complex are:

1. A party under Obltn ADLER, which evacuated to the Heeres nach-

richtenschule NIETLEBEN near HALLE (See Doc G). See Section 3 of this report.

2. There was talk of CHLEMSEE as location for a main move. This would

probably imply the Fraueninsel, an island in the middle of the lake with a

large monastery on it.

3. Other reports mention TRAUNSTEINj but evidence here is very vague.

4. It is possible that Dr. HUTTENHAIN , machine specialist for cmt . and

)LER at NIETL]

3) 0 K M

P&nzP.rgrenadierkaserne EBERS7/ALD:

am
=> ox senior cryptogr&ph^rs v/e.r* : ob*i-rv>.grut PRANKS and

DR. TRANOff.
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1) POTSDAM location confirmed

Specialist for AmericWKn^i.b 0*« *M*I Koginrun*.** VOGELER

His department thought to be about 30 strong Also in the dept.:

)ERMANN

2) The existence of a rival Siglnt Luftfahrtministerium
r^nnisation,

FORSCHUNG

liRLOTTENBURG . ]

rt . KAUFBEUREN

5) 0 K H

JtfTERBOG

BEILOWITZ, KOCHENDOBPER, STEINBERG- ,
(later under Htitterhain at

Okw), METTIG (admin. Officer, later to Okw)

T.nsp KflKN (only a recruitment officer)

6, Gesandter SELCHOW

- head of the whole organisation since 1919, last known to be

in SALZBURG, sent instructions on the Friday after Easter mentioning move to

BREGENZ . A waggon of his personal effects was found in the Courtyard of

the Castle of Zschepplin. These were looked through carefully and no papers

found.

7. Y-Stat ions

In charge: Oberstltn K3HLER

The following were given:

CHI 1133 BERLIN: formerly in charge of Prof. Dr. PONSCHAB

TREUENBRIETZEN - west of JUTERBOG

LAUF - near NURNBERG

f>mm - known as "Landhaus D», only few sets.

LORRACH - in Rad«r>



Under Forschungsamt:

B - BRESLAU, LEBA, LuBBEN, TEliPLIN

Also external stations at MADRID and PLOVDIV

C)

1. Outline of Organisation of Pers Z.S.

The best picture of this, together with names of personalities is

given inDoo B. Compare also with Doc A, which is, however, not accurate.

2. Outline of FORSCHUNGSAMT Organisation

This organisation which was controlled by GORING and cane under

Luftfahrtcdnisterium was at first in the Schillerstrasse Berlin/Charlottenburg;

then'moved to Breslau; where they were in the Hartlieb Barracks; then to

Jtiterbog; finally southwards. The suggested ultimate location is KAUFBEUREN,

but this is by no means certain.

Head

a

i

ORR
7/XCHTER

ran Rat SCHRODER

i

ORR SCHULZ
Deputy - Dr. WW

Covered
Turkish
USA
English
Jap - Dr. AUSTER

THONAE
China KIRSCHNER
I reland
Spain
Portuguese

Covered
French
Italian

)

Roune'nien)
V'-tikan

RR
El (GELKE

ORR 7/ENZEL

Covered
All Star
languages and
Greek
also in section
Hr. TOND.ORF

RR LEHR
(Hollerith)
Tschinter

DR. PATZEL

Ilathcrnat ical
Section

corresponds to
HUTENliAIN
of 0 K S



3. outline of 0 K g
Organisation

This

tOO strong, is thought to have moved South to the CHIEMS!

Titular Head

Oberstlin

He succeeded very recently to the Corner head: Oherst KSTTI^.

Ill knew the latter, none are very certain of the name ifflW
but think that is the accurate fora) . Previous head to KETTLER was

Oberst KEMEF)
*'

Secretary to Head

PEL KUHNERT

Active Head

Min RatW#

Min Dir
Y/ENDLAND

Sprachl and
philolog
Abtlg

i

i

r

t

OberstIt

n

KAHLER
(Y Stns)

Einzelne Reforate

Table (a)

\

!

Hr. SCH/DEL
Head of Information-
Abtlg for Fenner and
for Kettler (corresponds
roughly to I.E.)

OberstIt

n

METTIG- (Adnin)
(=DD2) also
for Pers fragen
Major LOBE

Dr.
HttTTERHAIN

nathcmat

.

Abtlg.

Subordinates
in Table (B)



English/U.S.

French

Size ZiJO-50

OER KEIMJT Obltn KUNZE M. later in Halle

IviOLLER Herr GEHLING

Size 20.

Bulgarian

Jugo-Slavia

1 :in Rat ROTTER
very snail

Kin Dir 7/ENDLAHD

small

Rounanian Major LENSCHAU
6

Spanish ER Dr. KIEF]

small

Turkish RR LOCKER
10

Deputy Y.'ITTE

also GEMPERLE

Scandinavian RR WEVERING
6

Italian

China
japan

Poland

Greek

ORR RAFFEL
35-¥>

Obltn ADLSR - (Schroten)

"largish group"

WHA BERNDT

MLn Rat SEIFFERT

Switzerland Hr. JUNG-FISCHER

also active on more or less independent footing:

Dr. POSTGEN, BRUCKF.ANN, RtfSING Griechisch.



Bau Rat ROTSCHEID

Prof Dr. FRANZ

Prof Dr. WEBER

Prof Dr. AUEEMANN

» » y/ITT

Oberstltn PASSOvY

V

Obltn STEIN

ibltn VAUCK

Ob Insp. MENZER

had job of constructing machines. Under him

a group 6t techfe-cieins (soldiers)

mathematician.;' Head section of 15-20

function-Id fairly indeperw *eitly went on to HALL-

Specialised in polish

Mathemat : .cian f

ROHRB.

if
».

)

in charge of supply, servicing etc. of

Hollerith*

Agents messages. Links v/ith OKH

worked on French agents' traffic

section of 50

worked mostly on his own. Construction of

German machines and processes. Constructed

machine for Japan (?)
Head 4-5 nen
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5). iremRT ON PQOUK^ ™™™ * T BURGSCHSlDyNgl

INTRODUCTORY the handling
The

;ual

target was taken intact, ana the personneX stiXX in it had not used the coyote

opportunity they had had to destroy ail papers. Thus, aXthough the personneX

building, the exploitation was a* -

, ^_ mu„ «^™«T»«*.ion of files and giving

through

„ documents in this prooedure.). In view of this attitude the fiXes ware not

pounded i^diateXy, but so,, were Xeft in the work rooms for the first two day,

The great buXk were from the first in the Xooked ceXXar and were moved from there

directly to a guarded room, so that their security was complete.

The total material on hand comes under three heads:

a >•
and one half ou ft- Then* were altogether

about 170 of these, of which all but 20 m wore in. the locked cellar.

b ) . Crates of vork material. There were five of these ijft the locked cellar

c ) . Personal luggage. There was a very large quantity of personal

luggage, both in the cellar and in the rooms of the Burg.

'; !Bhfi German personnel have assured us that all this lu
c-,g.'.ge is In fact

personal, and it has not beon ransacked for official papers. Hs.d concealment been

desired it appears certain that a better method would have been found.

Similarly we have accepted the word of the ^erman personnel that the

material turned over to us is in fact the whole of the working material at the Burg.

To have accepted otherwise would have been to undertake a systematic search of an

enormous building with great facilities to hide material, and of the surrounding

grounds. In addition to the basic fact that the personnel had at least a week



before the Burg was guarded effectively, there has been r.t erne other

manifestation of their good faith im tkw tvxrui«g over oi W ove

tadning moderately important material and of imi-rtr.nt work notes left l^ing

on a table and also overlooked.

Procedure The documents were examined rapidly on the first day and numbers

chalked on those stated to be work material by Frl FRIBDRICH3 and Dr. ROHRBACH.

Only a few of the files were opened at this time.

In succeeding days the files in the cellar were taken up systematically

to a guarded room upstairs and there examined. Only those files were excluded which

oontained material of an entirely personal nature and hardly likely to relate to

work, such as clothing, food, rugs, etc. After the first few these were not ran-

J^" aoked. Piles obtaining peraonal letters and books were looked at more thoroughly,

and in some cases personal documents, especially if adm. nistrative, and personal books,

especially if related to linguistics, were removed to another file and noted. The prob-

lem of selection in such cases is not any easy one, and it is possible that mistakes

were made, however, it was noted that with the one exception of of the files of

BRANDE3 there was never any mixing of personal and work documents other than reference

works and dictionaries. On the evidence of Herr PASCHKE 1 S effects as found at Zscheppxii

it appears likely that the files containing personal effects were aotual-iy kept in
t

private dwellings end not in the office at all*

There were no keys for two sets of locks, and these had to bo broken.

The contents were transferred intrct, except as noted, if found of interest, to an

empty or personal file with a good lock.

PASCHKE, Frl SCBRAXBR

KARSTIEN IUJ ™* i -Lxes m the largo work room, the file was opened in the

presence of the person to whom it belonged. If it contained work material this was

described, leading to r. considerable saving of time.

In a few oases a file contained only small items of potential value and
these were removed and pl,ced in another file and a note madd in the blue register, tfo
single do*_^ was altered 0r pfxti£l^ remoyed>



»
»

t l*»''*t one other
before the Burg was guarded effectively, there has been a,

f on overln^"'1 f °nU"

manifestation of their good faith i* tfof
™>r °

^ _

t,,nt work: nutes Is*

tainiug moderuWly Nporb«*t material and of mod-vatoJy imror

on a table and also overlooked.

Th0 accents wore - the f*St **
nUmb01"8

... i^TflnDTms nnd Dr. ROItUBACH.

lying

Procedure

Only a few of the files were opened at this time.

tematioally

:xaminc

contained **** of an entire^ personal nature and hardly likely to relate to

^ .uch as clothing, food, rugs, etc. after the first few these wor« not ran-

aoked. Files o^ni,, *nmi letters and books were looked at more thoroughly,

and in so. cases personal documents, especially if ** 9**** ****

especially if related to linguistics, were removed to pother file and noted. The prob-

lem of selection in such cases is not any easy one, and it is possible that mistakes

were made, "owever, it was noted that with the one exception of of the files 0*

tANDES

PASOHKEworks and dictionaries. On the evidence of Hen

it appears likely that the files containing personal effects were actually kept in

private dwellings and not in the office at all.

There were no keys for two sets of looks, and these had to bo broken,

The contents were transferred intact, except as noted, If found of interest, to an

empty or personal file with a good lock.

In a few cases, specifically the files of PASCUKE, Frl SCHRODER and

Dr. KAR3TIEN and the files located in the largo work room, the file was opened in the

presence of the person to whom it belonged. If it contained work material this was

described, leading to a considerable saving of time.

In t few cases a file c ^nt- ined only small items of potential value and

these were remove :1 anil placed in another file ana a note ma del in the blue register. No

ningXe lofev*,^,.*. W£lS altered or partially removed.
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^rooe^s .ofseleotion narrowed down

essential to 73,-W th~e, plus the 5 orates, constitute the first shipment-

that
Priorities After the HGoesecorily h»**gr ojcwminot J. *i of all nxes -lo ^
there were none of such immediate vital interest as to deserve speoial handling at

once or an attempt to evaluate the contents if delayed.

Two priorities were assigned, L and B. In the case of Pers Z.S. document

containing cryptographic work this was based on a rough balance of skill apparent,

„ . „ , „„a .on0nt ;=inta. More difficulty was ex-

cryptographic

many The packing crates were all

handled

files would be shipped at once in any case.

Records In the firot l^oty ©x*anination some files were given chalk numbers, and

these ' numbers are the basis of the list In the first blue notebook. The use of chalk

was unfortunate, for when the files were moved upstairs sfcema"tiGftlly some of the

chalk numbers rubbed off , and new numbers, in sticky paper labels, were given to some

cabinets, leading to blai^k numbers in the original series derived from fche ohalk xuimbn:

and were intended

09419 fife* ify tfce en<3 wtfjflr empty file* in the mUs» w«r« omitt«3 from

;he total, and some of 1$iese were in fact substituted for original files which had

been jimmied. (Notes being made in the blue notebook when this was done).

After the documents for shipment had been selected a second and somewhat

accompany

the files in whatever manner they were shipped and to be used by couriers in checking

them. These index cards were carefully checked with the bxue notebook In a few

cases xnere xa added information on then so that should not

exclusion of the other.
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SeaL-ma and Shipping. The question was raised of sealing

ling sealing

.aline th files with wire, it was finally

not to do this. It was felt that the fact that the files were of steel and locked,

and handled under direct supervision at all

provided sufficient security. The nine files which

.din

shipping

All the files were removed from their guarded rooms at the Burg

directly

supervision at all points. The same handling

unloading

Summary It is believed that this first shipment contains every document of

direct

indirect cryptogra;, •III In other words

these files are thought to contain all the original work of these people, all the

collateral material used in the work, and all the doouments produced by them having

any possible intelligence bearing — down to and incluling the air raid rosters*

The question asked was not "Is it important?" but "Does it relate in any way to the

work or to the organisation?*1
*



r

t

Calico

6) PSPOKC S$ HPLt/raiTH EQUIPMENT—

1. abandoned t>y tlx* *"« -'Wvxw

ently being moved to its first operational location, ns the machines had never been

inoperative

of the machine wiring had been out, and all easily removable parts, blue prints, dia-

grnms, e to,, had been removed. No punched cards were found; a few blank cards were

found but there was no card form printed on them.

2. This is n detailed list of the equipment found:

k Alphabetic-numeric key punches. These machines were of standard German

design, with pluggable skip and ejection. Both alphabetic and numeric

keyboards were wired for standard punching.

1 Card counting sorter. Regular horizontal sorter equipped with 15 veeder

counters for recording the card count of each punoh position, reject
count, and minor and grand totals.

1 Sorter with Multiple Column Selector. Regular horizontal sorter equipped
with mechanical type multiple column selector designed to select any
pre-deterained punched combination v.i thin ten ndjaoorit cord QCltXBKtf *

This selector was badly damaged and some of the parts removed so that
it was impossible to ascertain whether it had any special features.

1 Collator. Standard machine, manufactured by Compagnie Electro Comptable
of Prance. Machine was not equipped with a counting device.

2 Reproducers. Standard machines, of German design, one equipped with
summary punching. However, the oable plugboard would not fit the
receptacle in the tabulator.

1 Multiplier. Standard German design, equipped with six banks of counters.

\^h!>b
S
ti0 ta*ul

J
ator

-
Standard American machine manufactured beforeShipped with 80 counters and an automatic carriage S apparentlvItalian manufacture. No special features.

8 apparently

3. As mnny of the relay assemblies, plugboards, counters and pa*ts wore,
removed as was possible in the time available. Two of the key p^h. s wrtJ^
,nd also all removable machine covers that had the organizational designation

thermite bombs.

4.

dynaiai

mm* «# « m mnohlnes ,na pQrts ^ not ™ealed ony 8peoloJL

ADAMS. Maj
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7) REPORT ON S^ttotty MEASURES.

a) Against the Germans

Prom the first it ^m* hopeless to prevent other Germans connected

with the organisation fro. finding out about the exploitation of both Burg ™d

Zsohepplin. That the units were located at these places was known both to other

LEHMANN

was posted) and to relatives and friends of the members of the units. Later

almos

make

perfectly clear.

A more concrete problem was that of preventing the personnel who were

• detained from finding oat much about Allied Signal Intelligence organization and

i

scope. Unfortunately the ground had been cut from under our feet on this by the

nature of both Lt. FENN 1 s and Col. CLEAVES ' conversations with the Germans before

the arrival of the team. It had been made clear to the Germans that a group of

their opposite numbers were arriving to handle them, and Col. CLEAVES made this

very statement in introducing all the officers of the team by name on the first day.

Prom that point on the members of the team adopted aliases and did their

utmost to impress the fake names on the Germans, This proved a difficult

front to maintain, with the many articles bearing true names and with blunders into

I
the bargain, and it is likely that the Germans knew our right names at all times

and were probably deriving a little quiet amusement from the attempt to conceal them,

The te ryptanalytio

work in which its members were engaged. Both in interrogation and in the examina-

tion cf documents technical matters were avoided entirely. The priorities given

to particular files were carefully concealed, and there was no hint of what the

team considered important in its exploitation.
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nd f 3ir]L*©fl

In *aaitj<m c<.mplete seourity measures were token for all no
.

compiled by the teem itself. Tho ox i^i <'r

ing rooms. One of «*» ~ b* ft "leaning woman, and at this time

all r^^x. amoved from it or an officer sat in the room. The other room was

used only by the team and contained the main team files at all times when work was

not in progress. Both rooms were looked at all times when not in use. Moreover

the nature of the ground plan of the house was an aid to iseourity, as the guard,

drivers, etc. were in the third room on the same row and were passing by the team s

»

doors at all hours, while the German Foreign Office personnel were in another wing

entirely and the only Germans regularly in this wing were the kitchen and cleaning

staff of the Graf.

It may be queried why the house was not emptied of both the Foreign Office

personnel and the 40-odd relatives and servants of the Graf who remained there

throughout the exploitation. The answer is, that the cards were already on the

table when the team arrived. All the Foreign Office personnel knew that they were

going to hand over all files, and if they were in good faith on this the rest was

incidental, with a guard present and proper seourity of the work of the team. The

Graf's household was composed entirely of women and children, except for three old

men and one effeminate middle aged one. The Foreign Office stated that they had

always kept the nature of their work a complete secret from the household, but

even if this had not been so it appeared incontestable that the memDers of the

household oould have done whet harm they ohose before the arrival of the team.

If they were moved out of the Burg they could still get a clear idea of the team's

activities by watching movements through the village. As with the Foreign Office

personnel the guard and the elementary security measures taken appeared sufficient

to prevent any interruption of the woik of the team. An additional reason, in

retrospect, is that to have taken over the Burg would have been to cause even wider

publicity and possibly to bring the exploitation to the notice of the Russians when

FENN

Col. CLEAVES was maintained throughout, and so smoothly that it appears unlikely

that it involved any real danger to security.



b). Against the Russians

was

«lligenoe gathering

the pinoh from the Russians, When

higher authority

ation.

After much thrashing, however, a baelo eeourity formula was evolved and

This

alert

oat what had taken place. What was required, then, was that the obvious evidences

"Louia be removed or so far reduced that they would be removed by the Russian in-

iupati<

lines was oonoemed with two

material -which bore the imprint of the unit

to call for investigation.

i^voas^ 10$ personnel. Ifaafo. aoti^feftlqen Lw ^«8^uajt%.^ino

10th Zsohepplin and the Burg to Marburg in the American are

>nly members of the unit but relatives, especially of those

This

to England,
• • < * » « i

ull list of the German personnel encountered is given in Appendix

th disposition of each, and an examination of this list will show that only a

handful of ladies, all
i

at the Burg. The standard used was a rough and ready one to some extent; wives
1

y »

England

Zsohepplin. In the end it was felt .that the persons left at Zsohepplin were few

and ordinary enough not to rouse suspioion, especially as most of them were

in the military hospital there as attendants

working
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The following ware worked on:-

a) British letter codes.

1 # "B22", a 5-letter alphabetic ( systematise*) oode-book+. ((Translator's notes

"B" a Buchstabes letter*))

2. "B25" , a Wetter hatted code-book.

3. "B30", a /^-letter hatted code-book, which, with slight variatio ns, is built

up In the same way as "B25". A change has taken place in the ethod of

lettering (Buohstabierverfahren) which is done in "B30" with a "single T26"

(«? hatted alphabet, or $ sla^ple substitution.). We fetgan working on the book

in the spring of 1942, but put it aside soon afterwards owing to the urgency

of other tasks. We began work on it again in October 1942 and by the

21/11/42 we were able to publish the first telegram. However the mini

+
A nore detailed account of all the code-books end cyphers Mentioned in this

which were in use before February 1942 can be found in the "Anneal

Report- for t*£x 1941 and in the "Gryptographical Report" of 1/^42.
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*f traffic ha* bec^ so ssall and the contents 50 uninteresting that we

no longer working on it very intensively.

4* "B31", a Visiter hatted osa»-*ooic or 10,of 16.000 group., which ia Udlt W 1»

the sane way ra . B» hook has been in use since 1st May 1942.

the preparatory stages of the work -were daw in the sase onth and in June

actual work on the hook. By the end of \%2 we had 2,500

We we able to publish the first telegrams in October 1342. In the

ef this book,too,the traffic las sunk a great deal and the sentents s#

the telegrass have greatly diainiahed in value since the book was first

b) British

"IKSREQffAKEKBWAL C0EE n((sic anglioe)). As the volume of traffic was sligrt

the subtracter tables (Additionsreihen) supplied by the (Geman) Air Ministry

consequently enabled us to read fragnents of a nainly uninterating text, only aJfctcr

great delay, we ceased work on it in the aaanar of 1942.

not worked on*-

a) British figure cyphers (with the exception of the IDC).

b) A consular system in ffiKSRUTE and LAS PAIttAS traffic, consisting of *

transposed clear-text. According to report by Herr Cberregierungprat IKHSI&f

UQHTB& of the A» (Forseiaingsaiat ) in February 1942, unsucoossful attents to

break it were made there.

•) She "IhDXa* 0tt"(( sic angUoe )), a ^-letter alphabetic

Partly recovered (angeloet), but was put aside, for lack of amtartai* sj*th.

hatted code-book of about 17,000 groups, put aside , as we ahve act
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•uffioient depth to work on at preoent

"B22" (See GREAT BRITAIN para* a)f. )

•122" ( 3m G8ET HRITAIF para* a) 2.)

a) "B22* ( So* GREAT BRITAIN para* a) 2.)

b) "B23" % , a 5-l«tter alphabetic code-book.

A letter code need la traffic with STOCKKEJi, from *hioh only 7 telegram

in during the year.

In 1942 (decoded) BRITI35 EMPIRE telegraaw> were

At the end of 1542 theW (about 1 ,500 group*) 4 tS»

begiming of Xorevber the «B30« code-book (about ) to OK* f

of newly groupe for "B>1" baa

*plao* OCT and



The "B31" axle-book (2^68 groups r^a) wa. p«— to« «

Contact wa. ^iah^ with the P.A.»at the wish of <HR WflHTSl* in

1942. Bile did not, howwer, SO »*oiid a tfneral erohange of idoas. «*^
result was a list of about 50 recovered "BJO" groups which the ?.A. g**e us.

Worked on:-*

a) "B22" ( See GREAT BRITAIN a) 2.)

b) "B22n reoyipred (on a substitution system)*

Hot worked oni-

A figure cypher, owing to lack of depth*

m 1 942 126 (decoded) Irish telegrams were published*

The rest of this report* about six pages, is not reproduced here* It consists

of short reports similar to the above on the diplomatic codes and cyphers of

THAILAND, PORTUGAL, BRAZIL, SPAIN, ARGENTINA, BOLIVIA, CHILE, MEXICO, HSHJ.

URUGUAY, VENEZUELA and other XttaX flont> towrl firm countries* ))

G*C*C*3* (S*A*C*)
11th June



TOP SBCR :t

G/1226

(Copy to D.D.4)

With reference to my DS/^206 of 26th Hay arid

29th May, herewith a copy of the jrfw^i the aixt

tne tographers of the Germ oreign Office

The fact that they appear to have achieved next to nothing

with any British civil high grade system tea not noc^a^arx^ imply

that the Germans as a whole had no suon si-eoess; we are a*111
™3i

'

in the dark regarding the work of Goering's private "for ..
cnurvjaawt

and of the v etoi-cht (OKvV/OHl).

Reference the attached minutes

i took about 3 months to build ana criba ware used

identification.

G.T.C. ana the South African WG.T.C." of "no great

importance" •

R Code and G.T.C.

The R.T. oa, vored in Norway appear* to have bean M»9>
copy Ttober t2Jg a photograph o.. ..Lc i we found among
captured documents. It seems to have oca* from HJb
Consulate at hergen.

paras 8 Intervdepartnental Cypher aaid to be the cwarrlfratnt of ti

to 10 other two bureaux. Here again zlio documents Include a
photo;;.- .; hlc oopy o. Jntei>-dex>artaental Jo^ypher 1936,
Copy nueber 673-

lluettenhain will have to bo interrelated on this, a. ell
as on I—).

This should not be accepted as an authoritative ateteiaent.

turn over



2.

18. Prxchke added that in any mm It **» ^^^l^yence
unreotftd books *hich really induced good intelligence,

not the British. Arrangementswill be made to

interro ate Fr.valein Hagen in due course.

19.
codes wa»

para 20. In answer to a question. (0*1*3. long iubtraator

system).

(Bottom of page k) Russian M o.t.p. n read on depths

three.

pasehlce f s attitude to Double Transposition*

para 26. These papers are now in my possession - entirely in

H.S.3. and not very legible - but will be trsaclated

in due course.

The afternoon session (seventh meeting) prodnssd some

further information on British Foreign Office lone >ubtractora,

but the minutes have not yet ajypeared.
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Meet ings held with German, 0 ryp t

o

Oratory "School on May 21 at.

Sixth Mooting, 11 a. m. to 1 P*m.

Present

:

Professor Vincent, Commander (8),Dudley *"&2»*'
Major Seaman U.S.A., Lt.Fehl, 0. 3. A. Dr. Forster,

S^MST ORR* Schauffler, Prof. Rohrbach.

» The main object of this meeting was to obtain

information on work done on British systems.

'

3l In reply to the question whether work was done on

Colonial Office, Dominions or India Office systems, Dr. Pascnke

replied that it was difficult to keep them apart. All

unrecyphered codes were investigated. India Office trafne
was only investigated when enough personnel was available,

Which was not often, and in any case there v/as little

material.

3 British unrecyphered 4-letter bo oks... The time lag
between the introduction of a new book and the reading of
messages naturally varied very much, but in favourable
circumstances was about 3 months. Much of course depended
on a good link-up with published statements in the press.
They had a subsection for reading newspapers for this
purpose but information from the press could not be used
until the book v/as already built up to some extent and was
then only called for when a partially decoded message was
found to be based on such material. The value system on
which the books were constructed gave no assistance in their
reconstruction.

U British unrecyphered 5-lettcr bo oks. The time lag in
book-building was longer than with the ^-letter books, i.e.
4 to 5 months, but the content of the messages was less
important. There v/ere two large books, one in general use
the other principally used for the .traffic of the South Africa
Government. The first was also used by Eire. These books
were of no great importance and were not fully built up.

£ One 4-lctter and one 5-lctter book were captured inNorway but both were already readable.

No recyphered letter traffic was read

u \ British figure systems. They had no captured bonkc,but an out of date recyphering table was capture d in Nnrwnwhich enabled Dr.Kunze to strip the traffic for a tL£ 7$

U the message,



£. No work was done on figure traffic sent with a 5~^ttcv

indicator of the type GVCVC or VCVOV. It con^^^roups
of unrecyphercd code in the preamble. No intelligence about

order of battle of military authorities etc. w* s
+ f

xt?*£*£a

from these preambles in the Auswartigcs Amt, as the

had copies of the messages in any case. No assistance ao

breaking additive r-ecyphermen ts was received from reioioncub

to previous telegrams made in plain code in the preambles 01

cypher telegrams.

A "five" figure system, Interdepartmental Cypher, was

captured in Norway, but the. O.K. V/. and Gorings tforschungsamt

were principally concerned with its exploitation. He thougAt
that the degapbling system had been reconstructed.

*c . Dr. Pasohke made it clear that although these systems
were not read, there was in fact enough, material for th^m to

be readable. When asked whether any assistance was offered
the organization in this respect he said that they had to
manage with the personnel they had. The acquisition of
Hollerith machinery had no connexion with the previous failure
to solve British systems. Periodical checks were made to
see whether the systems 'Changed but they Were convinced
that no fundamental change occurred.

• No work v/as done - on British commercial or" Bank of
England systems. Dr. Paschke was of the opinion that
these were not handled by the 0. K. W. either but suggested
that Goring' s i^orschungsamt might have been concerned,
as it had economic and industrial interests.

^ It was made clear at this point that there were '
'

.

three independent parties working on diplomatic systems
in Germany - the O.K.,/., the .A u sv/a rt i go s Amt, and Gbring's
Forschungsamt. The Auswartiges Jm* had less liaison with
the Porschungsamt then with the 0. K. W.

& * Shift Working: Working hours were from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. 3 though Dr. Kunzc's party occasionally worked nights.
There v/as always a duty officer available at night. They
had no regular shift system because it was difficult to
get people who were suitable to be heads of watches,

1 <Y .
Interception ; Material came from 3 main sources* '

'

1. O.K. IV. v/hich maintained interception stations at
Lauf, Treuenbrietzen and Lbrrach. Traffic
received by T/p.

2. i?orschungsamt, stations not teaoWB« Material '

'

intercepted by the Post Office, both V//T and
L/T, reached 'Pers. ZS ' through the Forschunprs-
amt until that was bombed out, after which t'-is

loll Office
0 : ' ial CCme

'

:ircct fro, '

: the Cf^tVal

3. 'fejf- ZS ' maintained a small interception
Station of its own in" DahL called Landhau*
It was used to cover the more important traffic-such as Angara and Lisoon. London was alwavavery poorly received.
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* The O.K.;/. mainlined intorccptioft r^Uons in

occupied countries; ho '.new of »H received
in Greece end one in x'ronce. N< n<

foreir,n inter-
from diplomatic posts fSlKfeJ «*
deption services, c;:c^pt some Urenic »w r

w
Hungarians which was for,vor5.c.i tbmoflh th

e

=
Q.X. W.

^
Nothing was ever received frora the X^li;-;- -

the
In most coses the traffic wo; cooiea xn one °» K'^r

wefi
Forschungsemt before it reochod 'P^rs. 2o

,
so there

no indication of its OJfi^ih.

II It v/os stated iiurt the O.K. IV. did no wor'c on ritish

recyphered books.

'

17 if when a new system was broken it was
>

discovered .

that traff ic decIt mainly With ..-otters outside too

diplomatic field, it Was handed over to 0. a. m xor

exploitation/

Ig Dr. Paschke was unable to say «hl6* British channels

Produced the greatest number of messages with i^noe

value and said that Frlj Hagen could answer «aia question

precisely. [Comment: this lacy is ill and is present

dote in od at IvIarburgL

l v On the" matter of misuse oi low grade systems tor

the purpose of pa'ssing high grade information, Dr. Paschke

stated that though in general t he intelligence value of -

m low • rade traffics was not higb ihey had carried a

number of messages of considerable interest. His

impression had been at the time that these messages were

passed in that way for the express 'benefit of the Germans.

He recalled a number of message's before the oux-broax 01 bhe

war to the efxect that Britain would not remain neutral m
the event of a conflict between Germany and Poland.

_
He

remembered :• case abe-.it six months ago of a short telegram

from London to Berne concerning tie burning of a

signature to the .Atlantic Charccr. .to is message aroused

consid -r- ble into.-: est in Berlin and the cryptographers
we re a s tee d t o che c k its occur a c y, a s it s me a n i n g wr s not

clear. There v/as no cryptographic uncertainty about
the decyphermentj &ut the text remained obscure and its
r, ; .

i
,

j
g was never cleared up. Some such '.ess ages were

shown to the Fiihror, principally those concerning the
treatment of prisoners of war.

lio messages :rcfixed uiN$BB,< w^ro read*

X\ Americah traffic

;

More importance v/as attached to
American than British traffic, partly for cryptographic
reasons, , as the Araei'icafc material was easier a o read, The
links to* /Seme, Aukpre, Lisbon and Vichy were the most
important, Stockholm less so. The orne. link passed
i.es sages from agents in Go r

.
..-any.. lo t liigence ;-atdial

was also passed from Finland and ^oseow.

l 0£k. SehajJ^.ae^ wa a
s

" :e d ahouU his interest in cypher
m, chines. Ee said h: never esse a-.gg himself, but collected
material uosrirg on u.;o suojoct. ii@ nuch as v.wentv venr^
ago he was inheres ceo in the Bni gma as a ci yptographic
device. he msntioiicq a printing hini /.a as existing in
those days, which was superseded oy the iinigma with li- hts.



. - . _ - r> i ^r.fl improved it;,

rhe Wehrcacht had trxen up this^ g^g^g
The commercial type Xnigma used

. - ^ -^nown •

sometiaes solved oy soerco ,,^., U^L'" :
c

. vi « ^cc ? res
settings. Ihe Swiss used to incluf ^ .nexr ^|0*g
the machine setting for ^ne next nes -

;

Investigated the Kry:, machine ana haa *«0* befi.

was soluble. He had also some Knowledge 01 one

'Gchcimsehroibcr% one of the priliOi^X fo^^s ar

blob he described as con sis, in,; or wheels ^*^S tfT
iring. It was not ve ry sotisf .cuory and flftt ben^in

the O.K. ,7. Forschungsr , :ilung [Oomertl "^J* gv (

confused with eering's ForsehuBgsam£j waB eoc ;^uaxxy

finding olographic faults in it. *™ ~

Ar.it used the 'Gche imscnreioer
1 Wt fcbc O.K../. vjas

responsible for the security Of the device, tfhen «?-^
where the machines came from Which VPere, ZS 11 restigs^eo,

he said that they were supplier in order ^oi &&w
security could be tested. Eagelin machines had he©«

investigated by the VVehrmaeht and O.K.B. ftaa reao.

material encvphor-d with them. his own- special auty

was to ensure that cryptographic possibilities were mom
and appreciated, he had worked with ORB- Langlotz,,

-.-lead of the Cypher Security Section of the iteswartiges

_-.mt< on this subject and Was satisfied wicn one liaison

existing with the authorities responsible cor German
systems. At this point, Dr. Paschke observed uhat tney

'had reason to be convinced of the superiority or v^rr.an

gystems 1 (,'Wir warcn lit Egcht ikxrzeugt von dcr

UbcrlegDnh.it der d xschen Vcrfeehren '
) , with whleti OmL,

Schaufiler a~rc.d [Comment : the general context of

this remark suggested that 'German systems was mwnaeg^
to include the machine sys eras usdd by the- armed forces. J .

In reply to the suggestion that the ac :nt oi machines
:• ant that the great age of cryptography had come to an

end OR.-- Sehaufi'ler said that the groat age had begun
with the first world war and was li eel:/ to end with the
second. It was however worth bearing in mind that at

the end of the last war people were saying that the age

of ci yptography was over. he felt that the history of
cryptography, in Which he ha:, r lifelong interest, had
in 'this connexion a real function to. perform, -in that it
attracted attention to methods of solution and general
cryptographic possibilities, machines :or instance were
only ibsoluble as long as they were well used. rhe Swiss
Enigma had -een read because it as badly used. ceo
Wehrmapht had laid down s trict rules 1 or: the use of the
xni -"m 3 to ensure that compromise did not Occur through
improper use. dhe same applied to other sys Gems. Dr.
r D SO Lie6 &% tuiS pplniJ SpGiCG -I @ KUSSX&X3 ^lplomaliic CT.G
ti inic p? Cx • f i 1 c d n&Q. x.ccn u sg u )y g«/ic Huss 2.923 €*x?niy und-i*
condition s 1 Lvii *X

• •

• -

n o t ; e
•

.IX ti UCtlOTi s

for use tc DO . • - c rv 1 C c C - .ich wa rj • hus 1 *
'

'

'

The 0. K. h. SlD C i' I
' it up*- 31} ' lin

~r r POTT. i . « ;
. • . . OX3C - ic s re 1 i 16 S J t3
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Special "cherra ctori s 1 ics_of Russian one, -time poos- Lorge

differences between aa^acerSt figures were comparatively rare*

He hod aeon specimens of Russian one time pods cap^urea in

the field. They hod been typed on & typewriter with one

carbon. Scries of figures {e* g* 345678 etc*) a

difference of 1 were common and other psychologic©!
peculiarities of the typist, such os 0 recognisable
distaste for zero ('.Angst vor dem Null'). The indicators

were encohered with the first group of :he finished
telegram. The false sum 01 the penultimate group was

the discriminant,

Mentioning the circumstance that the Russian systems

changed after the publication- or the British White Paper
in 1927, ORR. Schaufiler remarked that we did not publish
the real!;.: inter sting material at the time and he had
never been able to understand why. not.

25. Double transposition. When a she:: abi.it their general
sue .ess with systems of this kino, Dr. Pasco:, stated fchat

it was sometimes possible to read the a currently, but that
it depended on the number of keys, fn gefceral he thought,
and OR;:. Scneufiler agreed, fehat they caused as much - /

trouble to the 1 i .imate users as they did to the yy
c rypt o grr pher ; they were secure but lab orins. American
double tx-e imposition syste s were known to 0-ist

;
but no

work had been done on them.

^ Last gar Paper sj ORR. Sena u

f

i 1e r 0 b served that his
boxes among the cap cured mate, ial ( *Scrie 20') contained a

collection of material relating to the cryptographic work
done by the Germans on British Naval cyphers during the

war.

V. Strength of the Organi.sa^ion s*nee its It options
Rough f i gure s were" given as follows:

191 8 20 to 30 people
1930 50 people
1939 oO - 100 people
1 945 160 - 200 people

? The meeting was adjourned. Before the adjournment Professor
Rohrbach ashed ./nether anything could be found o t : out

ScherSchmidt^ the ! Pers. 23 1 spe list on Turkish,
lisle and Slavonic countri .3, v/ho had been last heard of

in custody of .Allied Uilitary Go mmcnt police. He was
also an:: it us to have news of the state oi health .f Dr.
Grunsky, -//ho is now in hospital. _ 0. . meeting w unable
to promise anything on either 01 .'nose points.

. »

DISTRIBUTION

j^rigo-icr .tiltmsn*
Professor Vincent.
Car. Dudley Sntith" R. IT. (2)
• • • ^_JUT . . Um ->•-£-.• ^ C \

L e' • f^ nl JJ» S#_A • \^")

Cur» - .•-•cor. R« I*« for jl'Xcofti ^ 1 ^



ith reference to my DS/1206 of g^gT
herewith a copy of the mtautes of the ^a^J^*™^
with the Auswaertiges Amt cryptographers, ^re^ little °X

direct interest to us - M> 3, Type* machine **

nunkirk- pace W, distinction between systems insoluble in

aM in principle; rage 5, Austrian ^PgP^
paid on a 'piece rate- 5 page 5, American diplomatic system.

The minutes of the sixth and seventh meetings,

,.,v,^v. t -nresent. will be available shortly.





3 con din avion systems were next discussed. No material
had been read. Swedish traffic, thought a priori to be Hagelin,
was investigated for throe months in 1941. H first the
machine had 25 letters, then after two months a machine v/ith V
26 letters was introduced. In August 194-4- another investigation
was begun, in which Professor Rohrbach participated, to determine
whether the indicators fitted the Hagelin pattern.

Asked about Turkish systems, on which there was a
noticeable lack of material among the captured documents,
Dr. Kunze stated that all the Turkish material had been burnt.

Dr. Kunze was then dismissed and Messrs. Rave, Hierer and
Grosso were called. Professor Rohrboch in the meantime explained
that these gentlemen were of a definitely lower grade and had
come to 'Pers ZS f to be trained. He spoke of them with obvious
distaste.

Messrs. Rave, Hierer and Grossc were all employed by the
O.K. V/. and loaned to 'Pers ZS r in December 194-3 to assist v/ith
Chinese and Japanese traffic.

Rave had joined the O.K. V/. in October 194-1. He was
first at Tirpitzufer 72 - 76 until it was bombed out, then at
Im Dol, Dahlem. He had got his friend Hierer into the 0. K. W.
because of his knowledge of Chinese. Grosse had been employed
on Italian at the O.K. tf. and was later transferred to Chinese.
It did not appear that he had any knowledge of the latter
language.

Rave, the spokesman of the group, gave a sketch of the
Organization of O.K.,!. Chi. The head was Oberst Kempf, who was
relieved in 1943 by Oberst Kcttler . The sections we re-
translating and bookbreakmg, unaer Liinisterialrat Penner-
Interception ; Intelligence, under Oberst Kolksteio; cryptographi
research, under Htittenhaiir, and the department dealing with
administration ana personnel.

9 ?

Rave and the others had worked in Fenner's section ur>derOberleutnant Mler. This group consisted of 12 - 15 peopl
engaged at first on Japanese only, then Chinese.

When asked what they had heard of notable succe-«e* nfO.K. 7/. Chi, they said that they had heard vaguely of aGcce bbLon American and British systems and mentioned American mili+ftIL
attache re cohered cede read in 1 .2 when Ror^TlTes in't'orth.-.irica. Tney tnoughu it nad oeen broken by crypto^rauhv rr?o./mg 00 t r. u .jicd± ^c. .promise. LComment : it wa •- •- -

a in th Q ^these statements were based on rumour only. ]
»«aij

They
+
admitted that rrost of the work done in 'Per^ 2««was duplicated m the C. ••_../. . which v/orVpfl nn **JZ~ r.^^

only. Service systems -.vers dealt with by the re-e-Mv^ SySte^s
concerned, O.K. H.

, 0. fc. :. etc. Liais . a between^KK W ^ ITn
1Ce 3

AS' was carried on by Pe:mo-r ara ?^->>^ fre>nwL*+ » * nd Pers.
Faschke had been military ^ryptosranherV 1;"S^T^-LfU

5
ZC

; ^
were concerned at

ft-Utary cryptographers' in V/orld *ar1 1
5*

the amount of duplication and v/or.^d to avoi I*
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Their efforts were not regarded with favour oy ^eXchO^

There had been some co-operation early m oij J- t0
but apart from that the loan of Rave, Hierer »nd Gro..e

'Pers.ZS' had been the only occasion tbmfSf^i5^s
the two departments had worked together. *»•J"*™ fonraetent
not improved by the O.K.Y/. «s practice °f filing up competen

people from other departments, putting them in fank. ana

then drafting them into its own cryptographic organization.

The O.K. had neither the long tradition nor ^^^^ a
which 'Pers.ZS' possessed, though Mini sterialrat ienner ana

small party had been engaged on this work in Pea^;*^;_ to
[Comment: it is possible that this was sa id in deferoncc to

Professor Rohrbach who was present throughout this interview, j

In the matter of captured material and machines,

Rave said that new arrivals at O.K.V/. Chi had been shown a

British machine captured, at Dunkirk. It was broken and rusty

and did not work.

Chinese and Japanese systems; They had read a Chinese

Military Attach! system, which had ceased in April or May 194->«

The 'first groups of the traffic wore EFR, 3KW or JKHT, The

recypherment consisted of transposition within the code groups.

The groups -
.. re 3 letter groups. They solved the recypherment

but never read any messages.

Another Chinese traffic, with discriminant NKD3N, was
investigated. It also consisted of 3 letter groups but was

unrecyphered. It contained many spells which were easily
recognisable, the names etc. being spelt out in simple sub-

stitution. It was a purely military code.
• «

They broke a Japanese 'Kennwort - Code' consisting of
double transposition of, 2 and 4 letter groups from a known
book; the transposition v/as done by a stencil, the stencil
being the same for bothing transposing operations. The system
was broken an a re-encyphermen t. It was a diplomatic system
used betwee;. Moscow and Tokio. They read it from the middle
of 1942 to Tune or July 1943.

No wcrk was done on Japanese attache" systems. Rave
remembered -,he Japanese Kaval Attache visiting Oberst Kettler.

Grosie, asked about Italian work in the 0. K. ',V. , mentioned
a diplomatic system AR 22 and the Impero code as having been
solved. His statement in general tallied with that of
Dr. Faschlce at a previous meeting on Italian work in 'Pers.23'.
The Italian section in the 0. K. W. consisted of 15 to 17 people.

Professor Rohrbach pointed out, after these gentlemen
had been dismissed, that their statement on the Japanese
'Kennwort - ;odo ' hod boon inaccurate. The recypherment v/as
single transposition, not double.

Fifth Veetin-' at 3 v. m.

Present: Profi Vincent, i.Iajor Seaman U. S.i,., Lt. Pehl U.
Dr. Pors^er. *

Later: In succession: Dr. Karstien, rr% Zastrow, Prof.RohrbachJ
Dr. Karstien and Professor Rohrbach were called together

Dr. Karstien however oboocted to the presence of Rohrbach and it
was agreed to interview him alone. [Comment: Rohrbach informed



the meet inc l»tor thot there Wl considerable entogenism

between himself ond Korsticn. 3

Br. Korstien hod been *****M^^^^f^^S^
1930 when he changed to Chinese. In 19$B *tor the .

the Slavonic countries became more imporuant ond no

to them. •

The Yugoslavs used o five figure code with
}
ot^ r

bigram tablcs'consisting of 100 bigrams. This system was

read from 193& to 19 k3, v/hen traffic popped, J^*^1?*
it was read with interruptions. They had not received any

Tito traffic, nor military attache.

Arising out of the matter of attaeh6 systems he gave

a short summary of the division of work beoween the O.K.W.

and 'Pers.2S\ The O.K.W. had at first been responsible for

service systems only but had not had enough rcadaole notorial

to train its personnel. It had then taken up diplomatic

svstems and having once tasted blood it refused oo leovc t nem.

'Pers Z S f left all attache systems to the O.K.W. LComment.

Dr. Karstien was clearly at some pains to bring out tr.o

interdepartmental rivalry at which other members of the

organization had only hinted. ]

He mentioned a 10,000 group Chinese Code worked on by

Dr. Olbricht, who he thought was lucky, as in the days v/hen

he himself worked on the Chinese he had to cope with a code

book of 4.0,000 groups.

Asked about the application of the experience of the

organization to the security of German systems, he said that

at an early at age the Germans had progressed so far on a

scientific basis that they had little to learn (... 'sind

schon frlih auf wissenschaftlichem Gebiet sehr weit gekommcn,
sodass wohl keine Bclehrung not if gewescn'). He mentioned
0. R. R. Langlotz (who died two years ago ) and 0. R. R. Schauff lor
as having materially contributed to this desirable result.
[Comment: sec minutes of the Sixth meeting.]

Ho discounted any assistance received from captured
material. He had had occasion to examine captured Czech
material and stated that the Czech systems were unbreakable.
In reply to the question 'in what respect were they
unbreakable?' he stated that the Czechs used one-time pads.
There was, he explained, a difference between systems which
were insoluble in practice (owing to lack of time, personnel
or equipment) and those insoluble in principle, such as the
Czech, Russian and German systems. [Comment: This valuable
distinction was much appreciated by the interrogators.]

Polish systems he had found unbreakable in practice*
there were too many of them. They required more labour than
the department had at its disposal. He mentioned a five ftcta
book with a subtractor. .

G

The Bulgarians used five figure books of ^0,000 crroims
with frequent repaginat ion. B aiJo



Lthuanians and Letts used mainly tronsPosi^°"'
able, sometimes single, occasionally recyphcrod

The Li
sometimes double
with Vigonerc substitution.

He had never been concerned v/ith the solution of

machine systems. .

*

No liaison v/ith foreign cryptographers existed.

ITo intelligence work was done in the department
itself on decyphored material, though the selection of
.atcrial for issue was of course guided by considerations
of its possible intelligence value. This selection was
done by the Referent [sub-section head] on the basis of
knuv/ledge and experience.

In the matter of official recognition of work done by
the organization he observed that there v/as none, even from
the ninister though, as everywhere, the authorities were
quick enough when it came to complaining. [Comment:

?

thi3
question was inspired by the discovery in Dr. Pa3chke s

private papers of a letter dated 30.5. 1933 from the Foreign
Minister, von Y/cizsb'ckcr, congratulating Paschke on

particularly successful efforts ('besondcrs crfolgreiche
Bemtthungen 1

) in the field of work assigned to him. J

'We worked', said Dr. Karstien with some complacency,
'entirely in the dark' [ 'Wir arbeiteten vollst^ndig im
Dunkelh'. Comment: the romantic aspect of this kind of
activity appeared to afford him some satisfaction. ] It had
been different with the .Austrian Foreign Office cryptographers,
who had been paid partly by results; solution of a difficult
problem had been rewarded by a bonus. A former member of the
Austrian organization (now dead) had transferred to 'Pers. 23'

after the Anschluss and professed himself dissatisfied with
the remuneration in his new employment.

Dr. Karstien was dismissed and RR. 2astrow called.

RR 2a strow asked that Professor Rohrbach be allowed
to be present at the interview. He' was accordingly called.

RR 2astrow is a bookbreaker and ha3 been engaged on
IL 3. sys tems for 27 years. The Americans used mainly 5 letter
books with 10 recyphermg tables for rnonoalphabet ic and
bigram substitution to each book. The tables ran for two to
six months. Later other substitution tables began to be
used, with 5 indicator groups to each table. The tables were
changed in the course of a message, the indicator for the new
table being enciphered with the previous table.

The German designation for these systems was Bl 32
etc., to B9, (B = Buchstabe). /mierican equivalents he'

remembered were:
-6a = i-.l

)6b = El
7 = CI

The B6a book was known through physical compromise. The
'Brown Code 1 had been captured but it had been broken 'oefora
capture. The_reconst ruct ion of the book had taken 2-% venpA



- transposition system used by the 'Coordinator of

Information Washington' was mentioned. No success nod boen

achieved with this.

At one point RR. Sastrow had been lent to the 0 - K '
>-

The head of the British and American subsection m
#

the u. k. nr.

was ORR. Rohen, who did the same work as was done in Pers.^o

but had more people to do it.

RR. Zastrow knew of no a. 3. machines or cyphers
other than the strip.

He said that he was tired of . cryptography after 27
,

years and would like to change over to some kind of
administrative post in the diplomatic service. [Comment:
the interrogators did not think he would do well in such
a post. ]

Professor Rohrbach was careful to point out that the
loan of 2astrow to the 0. K. »/. by 'Pers. 23' was a very
different matter from the loan of Rave, Hierer and Grosse
to 'Pers. 23' by the O.K. W. 2a strow was an expert and a
man of considerable experience, whereas the other three were
young men who had to be taught their business. [See report
of Fourth Meeting.

]

[Comment: Conversation was carried on in English.
RR. 2astrow's speech consisted largely of indistinct
mumblings, so that some difficulty was experienced in
recording what he said. Prof. Rohrbach informed the
interrogators that 2astrow was very difficult to understand «

even when speaking German. ]

The meeting 'v/as adjourned.

Distribution.

Brigadier Tiltman.
Professor Vincent.
Major Seaman U.S.A. (2)
C dr. Dudley- Smith R. IT.

Lt. Fehl U. S.i,. (2)
Lt. Sachus U. S,U. <2)
Cdr. Bacon 8#B#V.R. for Tic or. (L^)
Dr. For-stcr.
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D5/1206

Herewith copies of the «n^te0" of the m«t ^J^Sa^
with the civilian German ci^ptogmrhiojtaff of ?ero Z o , w ^
crypto bureau of the German Foreiga Office.

I spent all day on Monday, 21st Hay, intervle^^aWB^
of them, and the minutes will be available s*ortlor. TM

"^*?^r!
wnich we, that:oo^aosuo^.~ S^^^SSC^
long subtractore, alttottgh traffic on a table ^ f;^ ; ,

...

1%0 to January 19M wo* lined up to a depth of 1 5 overakey MB***

-l^^twThoux*, and the subtracter thereby ^ovored.

breaking STiet achieved however to proouoo intelligence

It is not clear whether cypher M or K was the oat *^™*L>

but we arc now In the process of examining some of their oarturea

Scents which may tiicw further light on the problem.

"TrZ^ tahles are BAJ * 3 (in force 1.11.40 - 6.2*41, *-

CKfll^tu^W - 31. il ) or one of the l( tables (b«

M. 12) of which I have no records.

When a new R Code was introduced it took about J months

to builxl it sufficient^ to produce reasonably complete decodes.



rtWGEN AND ZSQiBE
SELD WITH GERMAN CRYTTOGRAPHKRS TOnw khkuc»maiMJ«u«L-—.

AT THE OBaTQRY aCHOOL AND_Lgth

AT 1 01 NIGHTINGALE LANK WAHD3WQRTH

First inceti

Present: Brigadier Tiltman, Professor Vincent

Col Cook U.S.A., Lt. Pehl U.S.A., Dr. Forster

and later; Professor Dr. Rohrbach.

It was agreed before the meeting

a. to treat general matters only

b. to interview Professor Rohrbach alone first.

Professor Rohrbach was then called and asked to sketch the arff^j^
to which he belonged. It was made clear to him that f^J^^^^MU
desire nor power to intimidate him or his colleagues into ^^^"IJto °

against theS will. He replied that he and his collaagueswere

talk on a professional basis of "exchange of results though it was clear zo

them that the exchange would necessarily be onesided.

He gave the official designation of his organisation as Department

•Pers Z S« of the Auswartiges Amt. It had formerly been the

'Chiffrierabteilung' but later the cover 'Pers i S' was adopted. The or-

giSsation was concerned with cryptography on forei^x ^T^sSSLTsL
cyphers; no military or other material was handled. There was another do-

Patent of the .xswartiges feft which dealt with the production and security

of German diplomatic systems, but any liason between it and^ leis Z S was

purely informal. This department had remained in Berlin until the end.

The head of the orgainsation was Gesandter SEICHOW. The three sections

of which it consisted were under
Oberregierungsrat ^HAulTLKR

Dr. P.^SCHKE
" Dr. KDNiS

rw. ir«r»ee was an old hand and had been in the organisation for 27 years, He

'risible for the initial breaking of difficult systems, recypherments

i staff consisted largely of mathematicians. Hollerith macliines had

available to him until 1^42 but by the end he had about 20 machines,

thought to be due to the personal interest of uibbentrop.

ike was responsible for bookbuildors and translators. ;.is section

used by countries and languages, lie also carried out such liason

me with the Yiehrmacht.

a mathematician. Started life as a schoolmaster, was gassed
• and on return to his Job found schoolsi^tering too jfoich for

hdm.' Entered this organisation shortly afterwards as a mathematician. Then

became interested in Far Eastern languages, in which he specialised. This

field was theoretical research ( ' Grundlagenforschung' ) on cryptography, and

he edited s rivute periodical which circulated within the office, culled

•Schriften des Auswartigen .oats'. It was concerned largely with crypto-

graphic methodology. (Cement: Copies found amon- the document contained

solutions of problems connected with the eniffna machine. With this in mind
the question of the distribution of the periodical was raised. , It had no
distribution outside the office and was only held by senior staff inside; a

cooy went to Selchow, but as he did not understand much about cryptography i1

was thought improbable th>.t he read it. There was very little li xson with
other cryptographic bureaux; notidng was known about xelations with foreign
cryptographers

•
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Frofessor Bohrbach was at pains to explain his own P?^?^ ^
a chair of mathematics at Prauge , which he held concurrency ™*

He
appointment with the Foreign Office, travelling often hacX max o*-

had chanced to be at Burgacheidungen when the place was °^e^r|* - he
members of the organisation had panicked in the absence of SeUoncw,

was the only person who had the preserve of mind to take any coupon 8*^.
t

action. He had thus become the leader of the party. He was careruJ. ™
^
u*"

out that this was not due to any position he held within the organisatxon or

to any superior competence he mi^it have as a cryptographer, but P^e^ Jf
force of character. In discussion of questions of cryptographic aetaiJ. ne

wished to be regarded merely as a member of Dr. Kunze's section*

The gentlemen appeared to be a comfortable as was consistent with the

circixmstances, but were concerned about one of their number, Dr. GfttJNSKi, who

was suspected of having acute tuberculosis. This had been discovered the

day before they left Germany. It was arranged that he should have a medical

examination.



5B0OND MEETING (at 3 o'clock;

Present: The foregoing and Dr. Kunse, Dr. Paschke and ORR Schauffler.

The basis on which the meetings were to he conductedwaBea^^i^-

to the new arrivals. The principle of 'One-sided exchange w»
to. (Conment: The interrogators felt much obliged W^V^T ^^tic
who appears to have been originally responsible for xnia j

fonnula.

)

Dr. Kunae was asked to sketch what in his opinion the principle

successes of the organisation had been.

lie stated that he himself had been employed m siatilay

High Command in the last war and mentioned success with British naval cypnex

at that time.

In 1 924 he had broken a French system of bigram substitution using

100-figure bigram tables on a 4-figure book.

Russian systems had been read at that time but, as Dr. J^***
ob~

served, after the appearance of the British White Paper in 1927 ™
Russians changed their systems and discouraged circular telegrams} there

was then not enough depth.

Polish systems consisting of subtractor tables on a V-figure book

were mentioned as having been solved at about that time.

In 1929 or 1930 they began to read Jugoslav traffic employing bi-

g«a»atic substitution on a 5-figure book. At first the recypherment was

aoolied horizontally, later vertically. Maachurian systems were mentioned,

but conversation branched off to the subject of Japanese. At this point

ORR. Schauffler also took part in the conversation.

Until 1934 lower grade Japanese systems were read currently. After

1 934 the Japanese went over increasingly to the use of a machine. The

moral effect of the machine on the party had been considerable and it was

some time before they discovered that it could theoretically be broken.

They did not in fact read any traffic until September 193B- They then

read the machine currently until February 1939 when it became unreadable owing

to difficulties with wheel turn-over (Comment: The use of a different machine

does not seem tc have been considered). In the meantime they read all the

back traffic as far back as 1 936. TheV continued to read the lower grade

terial currently until the end.

ORR. Schauffler had worked on Chinese systems for 20 years, part of

the time in conjunction with the celebrated liguist Legationsrat Krebs,

whose pupil he considered himself to be. They read 4-figure and 4 letter
traffic until 1930. At the beginning of the war Chinese was tajcen up again
in conjunction with the O.K.W. -hich supplid personnel. It was agreed to
discuss Par Eastern traffic in detail at some later meeting.

They handled no attache traffic, either Japanese or any other. Dr.
Steinberg of the O.K.W. was said to have worked on Japanese military
attache traffic.

In 1 939 Kunse was approached by the LuftwaiYe for assistance with I

British weather cyphers. He was successful with these. I

In May 1 938 they began to break a British diplomatic system. In
1940 to 41 the tables ran for three months, so that there was considerable
depth (Convent: Uncertain whether these two sentences refer to the
system). Chev found hovrev-r tfcat tie labour i.v/olvuu aaa ana* I ...

-
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was too much trouble to road the material currently without
"J*

5*1111^* -

On the introduction of 'soeciaT keys the investigation ^J^*^*^'^
A written report was available on this subject (Comment: Thecarcums^u**

that this investigation was broken off in 1941 and that Hollarltn

machinery became available in 1942 may be connected, though this
?

was not raised at the time. They appear r* '^^ have had no

further success with British systems. It
this point for the time being but to discuss
meeting)

•

appear at aJJ. eventa ™
thought best not to press

It in detail at a later

In 1 943 the American strip system No. 2 was solved, but with con-

siderable time lag. It involved a great deal of time and e*™^. A

machine was designed to eliminate this, and Dr. Kunze though that it nam

be with the machinery sent from Hermsdorf in three waggons, only one or

which had arrived at Zschepplin. He thought that most of the workings on

this system had been destroyed at Zschepplin.

Dr. Paschke was asked what success he had had with the Italian systems

He replied that he had been instructed in 1935 to devote special attention

to Italian and that the results had been the best imaginable; they had read

everything ('Den schonsten Erfolg, den man sich denken kann; eo wurde

alles gelesen'). In 194^/43 worto became increasingly difficult: the

Italians increased their subtractor material before tie collapsa and em-

ployed bigram suostitution over a subtractor over a book. If they had.

changed the book, the traffic would have become 'impossible' to read.

After the collapse tbev read a Government code 'Impero' reoyphercd with

figures from the encode, with little depth. Later the Government systems

ware not read for lack of depth, but it was thought that they used double

transposition. The Neofascists had used a 5,000 figure subtracter; the

peculiar systematic arrangement of the figures in the subtractor assisted

solution very much. In ihe last three months the Neofascists had used

unrecyphered books which were easily read, and an alphabetical book with

a short subtractor called RA 1 •

Whan asked what assistance they had had from captured material he

said that it was unwelcome and seldom useful. They had never had any

liason with foreign (e.g. Finnish, Hungarian or Japanese) cryptographic

organisations and had never been visited by foreign cryptographers.

All four gentlemen seemed to be folly co-operative, including

Dr. Paschke, contrary to reports from the field. They ware concern*
Note:

about their security, as they had no privacy and would in the long run

find it difficult to keep the nature of their work secret from their

fellow internees. It was suggested that they might be prepared to write

reports on their activity, to which all replied that they would be pre-

pared to do so but their present circuListanoas ware unsuited to 'Scientific

The meeting was adjourned.



THIRD MEETING

Held at 101 Nightingale Lane v.andsworth on 12.>*5 *t 12 * 15

:

later :

ftfofosaor Vincent, Col. Cook

Dr. Forster, Prl. priedriohs

Frl. Dr. } annwita, Frau Dr. I

It was decide i before the neeting
a. to discuss general Blatters only
b. to see prl, Friedrichs alone first.

The basis on which the meetings were to be
prl. Friedrichs, who agreed. The conversation

cted was explained to

nductod in ISngliah.

Prl. Friedrichs stated that her duty was decypherment Bulgarian

and other Slavonic cyphers. She had, however, from time to J™ DTT"
loaned to other sections. For instance she had been loaned for a "TV 6"

Dr. Kunze at the time when the PKt«B strip system Number 2 was Doing

broken. She had maintained a personal interest in the Amcrxc>an atarxp

system and had clearly enjoyed the work very much. She oentionea i^r.

Zastrow as an authority on U.S. systems. Iier approach to the worx as »

whole was a professional one, the work gave her pleasure and she Icm +

proprietary interest in it. She touched on the position of waaw
&"J I™

organisation. She said it had been a long fight to obtain for women the

same pay as men, but that that had finally been achieved, liov^ycr, tliougn^

they received the same pay they had not the same status. ktti&be&Lmuj^

of the war a great many women had been engaged somewhat to tne cftagrin 01

men who had not been used to working with large numbers of women, ane

instanced the case of one woman who had reached a senior position in tne

organisation, Prl. Ilagen, for whom she evidently had a great admiration,

and whom she characterised as an extremely able cryptographer. Her duty

was primarily British cypher systems and the systems of the Spanish and

Portuguese countries. At the time of their departure from Germany

Hagen was in hospital with a skin complaint, when asked whether sj

of any connection that the organisation had with similar organisations

outside, she answered in the negative. Such liason as was done was carried

out by Dr. paschke. She gave the impression that, far from there having

been any co-ordination between the various cryptographic organisations,

there was a considerable feeling of rivalry. The general impression that

she gave of her organisation was that it was a small, aelf-contained show,

functioning entirely by itself, that it was starved of personnel and equip-

ment and that little interest was taken in it higher up « The Head of

the organisation, was a competent administrator who understood little

about cryptography, and was content to leave the specialists to run their

affairs as it seemed best to them. hen asked whether there had ever been

any evidence of appreciation of the work done in the organisation, she

replied that there had been none. Prom time to time, copies of the tele-

grams they issued had been returned to them bearing a stamp indicating

that they had been seen by the Flihrer, otherwise no indication of the ix>-

portance attached to this work had penetrated to the level at which she

worked. No intelligence was extracted from the material by them, except

such as was necessary in oider to enable them to continue reading the

traffic. There was no sense of urcenoy in the office, docyphered messages

were not transmitted by teleprinter by their recipients. In the matter

of translation of deoyphered texts, the organisation had established rigid

rules and in general favoured a literal translation in contradistinction

to the practice of the OK , which was always concerned to round off and

polish up the translation and make it flow, usually leaving out corrupt

groups or obscure passages. There was little encouragement given to

coiaaunication of results inside the organisation by junior

were encouraged to mind their own business. In general

results as was carried out was done on a purely informal

friends.

k Total personnel thought to be about 120, of whom 10 workj ,v
,

lavonio seotion.
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lens was concerned about the i^ossible fate of the men

,he hei^self had been about the world a fair amount ana would

to obtain different employment after the war, oat Ox tne men

already in late middle age; they had done nothing by crypto^apny

their lives and had no other interests and she did not see now they werw

going to support themselves without it. ( Comment
: thTeventual

made by the interrogators in response to this hint regarding tne

disposal of the members of this organisation).

It was felt that little more of a general nature could be e

so that it was decided to call in the remaining ladies. Ashort discussion

on personal matters was held with them. They were concerned about tne

fnta of their men-folk and wished information to be given to their relatione

Germany that they were safe and sound if this were possible. It waa

:ed out that the members of the meeting had no power to do this but were

prepared to transmit such requests; they ooul.l, Iiowever, give

that anything would be done. None of the ladies appeared any

fbr their two days 1 sojurn in Ilolloway Prison.



A: orgwiiB&tion of 'Perm Z 3» aa at and of 1**

Bt OrcaniaaUon of Z S» M in April 1945.

a of ftaWinnta oorapilad

,R»R # solumfflor and nr.

at the ra$*»t °**

waa /i^* v

XI. Ajril 1945

W 2 3'

a.i.. jntsiiYenfflgadianat for frtato dlplom

.

^.-.oiclmun::
- .on-lordicnstS vorHaturceaa* I

das Awwartigan Ajataa ang^liodert

.

dor luri MKlAtotoilonc

Loiter: IJO. Solohoi

"nap 1943 duroh Vorlagorunr, von »»i

quarttare Aufteilung

durch taeliahan KUrior

raautaondarftICMH

I

iii jpaaaiah-

dio

Loiter: giartsmarate Soh&uiflor
und Pisohke

a) Sahauff^r:

1. Japan

% Verwortung dor

Grur

•
•
-• nri hran

fUr die ei^onen Varfahran doa Raioha



2.

a. Japan, China

b. Ttirkei

0. Iran, Afghanistan HR Dr« Itfnzing

a* Italion, GriecnenLtfia OUR Panchke

e. Frankreich, Belgien, Sohweiz

f. Rumiinien BR Dr# Kaarer

ti jXjgoslawien Dr# Kruwnal

h. U3A / zastrow

i. England, Irland, Spanien,

Bwtei-al, Latein-i^rika Ifcrl* I £a£Gn

3* Information unci Naohriohtenkartei rof•

n

) Ab Februar und Marz 1945 warden weitere Verlag»rungen aor arei

Abteilungen notwendig, durch die bis zum Eintre£f*n <3er

Bisatzungstrui^pen keine endgtiltigen Crruppierungen nohr zustand*

gekomaen sind (aich die Skizse)*

ionstelle Hirsohbe r g (RieaepgebirgO j

I/jiter: Regiorurv-i 3Ti K a r b t i e n

a) Krypto^raphische Aufgabon:

1. ntwioklung neuer Codes

2» B»arbeitung, Uber und Edition vm Te

eiligor Art.

3

b) Utotor^'ebiete:

LIWilli ieriger Uber

Bulgarian, Kroatien, j xLan BR Dr» Karati

b. Japan, China

o» prankroich, Belgien, 3chweiz : rl» Mftr ider.

i or
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HI jy
^ichstelle Herm adorf (Rie

Leiter: Oberregierungsrat Dr. K u n z ©

Bearbeitung sahwieriger kryptographiscer Eroblflme:

Diagnose und Lbsung neuauft^tendar chii^ierverfahren,

insbesondore solcher , die einen grtts^ren™- ^
Zeit- aufwand ocler auch die v<*~~™^ t^chnischer

T&te erfordem

a3cteristiaw*M Beispiel fttr narbeit der

bengenaimten drei ll II II I WW •» Arbeitlgebiet

Shrend z. B. in eiaem bestianten japanischen Verfahren die

LOsung aer Uberechlusselung in Hermedorf ga»cht (Br. Schrttter

Lrte die laufende 1/wune der weiteren SebOftaeel i Ilirschberg

Olbricht ) und wurde aohlieBsUoh der zugeh&rige ode in

ont-ictelt, wo aueh die TJbereetzung und Iteraueeabe Oor betreffenden

Telegra-» vorgenonnen wurde (ORR Sehauffl r,

.



B. 0 lOAKIS^r roN OP Uffii 2 3' ^ I-'.

AUBwartiges Amt

•Pars z S» Oondedienst deo Reforats Z in der l^rsonalabteilung <*»

Auswftrtigen Anita)

Aufgabe • -jntzifferung chiffriertor diplomatisoher Telegranne freioder

Rogierungen.

Leiter: Gesandter I Kl. yelchow

Gliederung: (stand vera April 1945)

I. Systematik, Grundlagenforschung, , issenschaftliches Archiv, Bericht-

II. Sprachlich-kryptologische Abteilung

A* Lander-Referate

:

wesen Referent: ORR Schauffler

Leiter; 0 Paschl. J

1. Frankreich. Belgien, Sohweis, Holland

Referent: RR Brandes

Vertreter: WHA. Frl. ,>chrader

2. Britisches Jmperium, Irland, Spanien, Portugal, llittol-und

Stid-araerikanische Staaten, Thailand

Referent: WBfcML Hagen

Vertreter.- :7V Prl. ..ernick

3. Italien, Vatikan, Griechenland, U<33S*

Ruiaanien

Referent: ORR laachke

Vertreter: Dr. Deubn*

Referent: RR Dr. Kaaper

Vertreter: WHA. Uenr

5. Slav/ische Staaten (ausser Udatt), Lettland, Litauen

6. USA, rikandinavische jtaaten

Referent: RR Dr. Karatien

Vertreter:
,mm .

Heferent: .IU Dr. Mueller,

Vertreter:
,att a»tro.



7. Tbrkei
Referent: 08®

yertreter: TOl BurgA^rd

13.

Iran, Afghanistan, Arabisohe

jteffcrent

:

Benzine

9. japan, China, Manaschukuo
Referent | W Sohauffler

yertreter: Dr. Olbrioht

Btiro, Information (Auskunfsstelle ft* die Landerreforata) und

Arohiv der herausceGebeneb Telegransae

XT?eferent: Irof. Dr.

III. Mathematisoh-kr^-ptologische Abteilung Leiter: ORR Dr. Kunaa

T>m 30. April

Distribution *

Brigadier Tiltman

professor Vincent

Major seaman, U*^**
Lt. pehl, U. -».A.

Ticom (Capt. Cowan)

Dr. I'orster.



7IS(hVlf/934.
SECRET

Report on the Interrogation of

1 961 1 2 Feldw LATH, Justus Ferdinand,

Hafen Batterie M.A.A. 266,

oapturod LE HAVRE on 1 2 Sep 44.

1. PREAMBLE M is a priest by profession, strongly ^"^^^iSfSw.
the •Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Seelsorge(A.G. S. ) - ^-^ESsH.
He is a personal friend of BUOHiiAN and knew the lato Ji. FOUNDATION
in 1927 he reooived from the LAURA

a two years' fellowship for Social Research at^1^^^
and came to England to study Economics and Theology for a year-at

University and a year at BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD. In 1934 he
+
>ent to uana

for six wLks on a tour of the country with BUCHMAN in connection with the

£^9%*^ called up to M Flak A 234, STLT, where he was employe* at

Battle HO and on Welfare work. ... 4^^,^^
In Feb 42 he was called to the German Foreign Office through the i^*°e

3 a friend of his there, named Pastor HERMANN SAUER, where as
^ Arable

achaftlichor Hilfsarbeiter' PW was required to make use of his ^Werable

knowledge of the English language in translation in Pers Z Abt ^PW did not

know the meaning of this abbreviation).

In Jul 42 without any reason being given F^TV^^ T^lvra
Office and after considerable delay was posted to MAA 266 LE HAVRE.

PY took an oath not to disclose any infm regarding the German Foreign Office

and as a priest he is therefore very reluotant to discuss any aspect of it.

However, the infm given below is considered reliable.

2. PERS Z ABT . GERMAN FOREIGN OFFICE (Feb - Jul 42).

(a) Location : - Ground-floor, PRINZSSSIN VTKTORIA LOUISE STIFT, PODBIELSKI
" ALLEE, BERLIN-DAHLEM.

(b) Composition and Organisation;-— ~—— consisted of about 50 civilian men

and women of all a£e«. All were well educr tod jid the general atmosphere

was intellectual.

The dept was under oomd of Geheimrat SELCHO'7 who also had an office in

the WILB35LMSTRASSE.

This dept was divided into seotions(number unknown) whUh were probably all

controlled by Begierungsraete. F7 was unafclo to state i

in eaoh eeotion.

(c) Duties:-
The whole dept was apparuntly concerned with the translation into

German of diplomatic messages intercepted between the various enemy countries.
pW»a section was entirely concerned with me usages to and from U.S.A.
which were nearly all to or from the Secretary of State from or to Amerioam
diplomatic representatives abroad, mostly in Turkey and the Mediterranean.
The only exception was the Amerioan Red Oro^u ./hose messages were also
intercepted.
When received in the dept, messages were Iready decoded, PW had no idea
whore this was done.
When translated, messages were given by P7 to the official in chcrge
of his section, Regierungsrat ZASTRCW



fvvis(h)/l?/954. -2-

In some cases messages which considered important were app

ently forwarded to the Foreign Minister and HITLER, as •nee when

looking through some old messages in the files, saw some bearing

the stamp "Seen by the Fuehrer" with part of the message underiinea,

which he was told had been done by the Foreign Minister,

(d) Personalities: -

Official in charge mt Pers Z Abt - Geheimrat SELCHOV,

Official in charge *f American section - Regierungsrat ZASTROW.

LINGliTLETD,
1 >^jor.

29 Nov 1^. 810 Lingfield Cage.
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